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High winds raise
roofs, down lines
By AMY WILSON & JIM MAHANES
Stet Writers
Like most residents of Murray, Mark McClard
of 242 Covey Drive was startled Sunday morning
by what he called, "a rumbling sound."
"I thought (it) was a tornado," McClard said.
DES responded to the homes and reported that
part of the roof of the house was blown away by
the high winds that came through this area over
the weekend.
According to Kentucky State Police Trooper
Chuck Robertson, no tornadoes were officially
reported but high winds and lightning were the
cause of numerous downed power-lines and trees.
Not only did the winds take the "K" from the
Kroger sign at Central Center, but it also uprooted
trees and left some residents without power.
"About 2 a.m. Sunday. something 'woke us up
and I ran to the window and watched my two
Bradford pear trees get blown over," said Ricky
Alexander. who lives on Johnny Robertson Road.
"I saw the top blown off another tree and then a
tree blew over on our electrical lines and pulled
them from the .house."
Alexander said it all happened in about three or
four minutes.
"We have a mess around here," he -said. "We
were fortunate because you can always replace
things, hut you can't replace a life." .
In addition, Alexander said damage was also
done to the roof on his shop which is behind the

house.
"We have a dog house that weighs between
1.100 and 1,2(X) pounds and it was turned over,"
he said. "I am not sure if it was a tornado, but if it
was, we got the hack end of it."
Alexander's neighbors, Larry and to Beth England, also reported storm damage.
"The wind was so fierce at about 2:30 a.m. Sunday that it blew water through our windows even
though they were closed and locked." said JoBeth
England. "We didn't have any time to react
because it all happened so fast."
•
Although thc trees in her front yard escaped
damage. England said she lost one tree in the back
yard.
"It blew our patio furniture way back in the
yard and across the road onto the golf course at
Murray-Calloway County Country Club," she said.
"Some of the old oak trees on the golf course
looked like they had been ripped from the
ground."
Jo Wilson. customer service manager at Kroger.
said that the force of the wind shattered one of the
front windows
"The girl working in the office had left to fill an
order right before it happened," Wilson said
"Otherwise, she would havebeen hurt because the
glass went everywhere. Luckily, no one was.hurt."Wilson said the window has been hoarded up.
but the glass "made a big mess."
She also reported that somemf the ceiling tiles
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Mark McClard of 242 Covey Drive stands behind his houso attrtr 3 storm tore the roof off
early Sunday
morning No one was injured
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John Ed Scott, official weather of‘:erver.
reported that rainfall for Saturday and Sunday
morning was about I. lb. Which he said is about
normal for this time of year.
"The difference is that we arc getting /I all at
one time," Scott said. "What bothered us more
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Threat of rain
i ushers in first
outdoor graduation
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Rather than being greeted with
warm rays of sunshine Saturday
morning, Murray State University
President Dr. Kern Alexander
woke up to the sound of thunder
rocking the campus. ,

That was not the sign he was
looking for on the day set aside
for the university's first outdoor
graduation ceremony.
"I woke up at 5 a.m. and it was
storming, but by the time I went
over to the quad at about 6 a.m.,
it was OK," Alexander said. "We

S -as :,•-o-os
The weather cooperated Saturday morning for Murray State University's 72nd graduation ceremony, which was held in the Quad. Upper left,
Kelley James .gets some help with her cap from classmate Mary Pentecost prior to the outdoor ceremonies
were really lucky because we had
a close call with the weather.
Next year, I hope it will be sunny

the entire day."
For years, Murray State has
held commencement in Racer

Arena This year's ceremony,
MSC's 72nd. was held on the
grassy area in the acaderm, ,en

ter IA tho

ampu, h,)rdered by
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Virologists search for source of Ebola virus
By KARIN DAVIES
Associated Press Writer
KINSHASA, Zaire (AP) —
Bob Swanepocl is a medical
detective who's been waiting for
years for a sinister killer — the
Ebola.- virus — to strike again.
Swinepoel, a South African
virologist, is one of dozens of

experts converging on Kikwit, a
quarantined city of 600,000 at the
epicenter of the infected ,one.
The city is 370 miles cast of the
Zairian capital of Kinshasa.
There is no vaccine or cure for
Ehota, which kills 80 percent of
those who contract it, usually
within days. Victims suffer from

'If you asked scientists, 'What
violent diarrhea and vomiting,
gives us kicks?', it's 'Where does
and finally die with blood pourthis all come -froin'' That's our
ing from their eyes, ears anti
holy grail," he said.
noses.
As of today, officials had conThe health workers' first prior- •
firmed 79 cases of the deadly virity was to try to prevent Ebola's
'spread. But beyond the humanitaus. Of those, 60 victims had died,
nan mission, Swanepoel said, is . including four, Italian nuns who
curiosity' and rivalry.
were caring for fibula patients at

• 'IPA, a

•

•••

Kikwit General Hospital
Cases have been Lonfirmed in
the villages of Musango, Vanga
Yassa Bonga._and Kenge. at.or,1
ing to an international committee
overseeing the response to the
outbreak - and Kenge o mot,'
than halfway along the main riij.!
from Kikwit to the Lapiul

Other health v.orkers were
mosing into the area to dispel
tears teach people . how to avoid
,ontra:ting Ebola. and search
streerhs -street for new victims.
IA ii() th.!eh expe:t both the
number of cases and the deaths
to
II See Page 2
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II Graduation...
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four historic buildings: Wilson
Hall (1925), Wells Hall (1925),
Lovett Auditorium (1928) and
Pogue Special Collections
Library (1931).
"I was well pleased with the
way graduation turned out," Aleunder said. "I think we may
have started a tradition. I have
heard nothing but good comments
about it."
Alexander, who came to the
campus last July, said that he
heard complaints last year that
Racer Arena was too hot, the
ceremony was too long and it
was too crowded.
"We thought we would try it in
the Quad because several other
universities have outdoor ceremonies," he said. "We were all
pleased with the results."
An added bonus to the celebration was the addition of a carillon
concert utilizing bells located on
top of the Price Doyle Fine Arts

•Ebola virus...

Center.
"Those bells had been added
by Dr. Ralph Woods when the
building was constructed, but
they hadn't been operating for
12-15 years," Alexander said. "I
asked Dr. Roger Reichmuth and
Dr. Ray Conklin to check on the
carillon and they restored them to
working order.
"We also had the cooperation
of bells in town," he said. "Bells
have always been a tradition with
graduation."
Speakers for graduation
included the Outstanding Senior
Woman Sara Thompson of Murray and Outstanding Senior Man
Dave Washburn of Benton.
Special music, written by MSU
student Timothy Smith, was performed by the MSU Symphonic
Wind Ensemble under the direction of Dennis L. Johnson.
Smith wrote "Pavanne for a
Lost Friend" in memory of Ginger Adams, a Murray State student who died this spring in a

traffic accident involving the
MSU cheerleaders.
In his first commencement as
president, Alexander conferred
associate's, bachelor's and master's degrees to more than 1,500
students.
Although Alexander was unable to estimate the exact cost of
the outdoor graduation, he said
that the university rented 5,000
chairs for $1 each.
"We had a budget for graduation that we followed," he said.
"We built the stage so that it can
be taken down and used again so
that was a one-time cost to the
university.
"I think that more people will
come to graduation in the future
because it is more comfortable
outdoors," he said. "We plan to
have more chairs in the future
because people were still standing in spite of the number of
chairs we had reserved.
"I think it worked out much
better because in Racer Arena,
you can't hear and you can't
breathe," Alexander said. "I think
we ought to keep graduation outside, but we will probably modify
the program in the future."
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increase once WHO staff start to
visit outlying communities, said
Christopher Powell, a spokesman
for the U.N. health organization,
today.
Ebola has long been associated
with monkeys, which also die of
it. It is known to spread via bodily liquids, like the HIV virus
which causes AIDS. Commonly,
it enters through a break in the
skin.
But what about kissing? Shaking hands? Having a conversation
with an infected person?
And the big mystery: How do
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FROM PAGE 1
weekend." Scott said the storm
started around 1:30 a.m. Saturday
and moved south parallel to
Highway 121.
While residents are busy trying
to clean up their yards, power
company employees are finally
able to recover from a chaotic
weekend.
"We were out a lot because 90
percent of our calls were from
tree limbs that had blown onto
the power lines," said George
Ligon, engineer at Murray Electric System. "We got a call that a
canopy was torn off a trailer at
Shady Oaks Trailer Park and was
tangled in an electrical line.

Shell

LINNSBURG, Ind. (AP) —
Edward and Jean Hcimbach lost
more than just their barn, workshop, garage and silo when a tornado swept through their small
town. They lost a piece of
themselves.
"I can burn all this stuff, haul
it all away, but I can't bring Gary
back," Hcimbach said of his
youngest son. "... You try to live
a good life, be good to people,
but there's just some things that
happen."
MUnitik Y
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diagnosed in southern Sudan in
July 1976. Two months later, a
filovirus emerged in northern
Zaire, killing 274 of 300 people
in a village on the Ebola river
and acquiring its name.
At 59, Swanepoel says this
may be his last chance to study
the virus he's only known as "a
clear pinky liquid" in flasks. So
the professor at Witwatersrand
University in South Africa set out
for Kikwit on Sunday with a spirit of adventure.
"I knew it would happen
again," he said, "and I've been
waiting 20 years for it."

"The wind had bent the tin so
much that it was hard to remove
from the line."
Ligon said two crews were on
duty to handle damage reports
from the storm.

ting tangled in power lines," he
said.

"It wasn't too bad," he said.
"There was some power outage,
but it wasn't lengthy. There was
a major outage in Gatesborough
because a tree got on a line and
weighted it down. As a result, we
had to pull the power until we
could get the tree removed."
Ligon said that year-round
maintenance helps alleviate the
severity of darnage caused by
torn limbs.

Daivd Morrill, project engineer
for West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp., said all workers were dispatched during the
storm.
"We had everybody out," he
said. "We had a lot of calls and
there was power outages in the
east Murray substation and the
Stella area. We had some poles
down, but the primary damage
was caused by trees tangling with
the, power lines.
"It was a little worse than normal, but we were lucky that we
didn't get the kind of damage
reported in Trigg County," Morrill said. "It was a pretty good
size storm."

ICET! Tornadoes kill two in Indiana
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both monkeys and humans get
infected to begin with? Is it
through an insect bite? Or food?
Does it come from an animal or a
plant?
Among the leads Swanepoel is
pursuing is a rumor that the first
known victim of the current outbreak pay have been infected by
somushe who had eaten smoked
monkey.
Scientists have been searching
for the answer to this puzzle
since 1967, when a monkey caretaker in Germany died from a
related filovirus called Marburg.
The first case of Ebola was

III Winds...

"It turned out that it was actually tangled in a Cablevision line,
but we removed it," Ligon said.
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If There's Anything
We've Learned in All These Years

Glendale at Whitriell
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"We do a lot of trimming all
year to try and prevent limbs get-

Gary Hcimbach, 42, and his
fiance, Linda Kelp, died early
Sunday when the tornado ripped
their home from its foundation
and dumped it in a muddy field
about 200 yards away.
The violent thunderstorms that
also injured several other people
in Indiana were part of a system
that stretched from Arkansas up
through Ohio, spawning at least a
dozen tornadoes in central
Illinois.
Illinois Gov. Jim Edgar declared seven counties disaster
areas after the storms damaged
dozens of homes, farms, trailers
and grain silos.
The Heimbachs were asleep in
their two-story wood frame home
when the twister roared through,
smashing their chimney and
sending bricks flying into their
bedroom.
"There was no warning — just
some hail and then a whoosh,"
Edward Heimbach, 72,. said.
"And I shouted 'move, move,'
and then the chimney fell in. It
was all over in a second."
His son, Gary, ran the family's
600-acre farm just south of
Linnsburg, a town of about 500
people 40 miles west of Indianapolis. He and Kelp, 36, had
planned to marry later this summer, Heimbach's mother said.
"It just shows how fast things
can go," Edward Hcimbach said.
"Happy one minute, then the
next minute, you're wondering
how come."
In Advance, Ind., a town of
560 people, 40 homes were
damaged, 16 seriously. The damage was estimated at $2 million,
state officials said.
There were many frightening
moments.
In the village of Raritan, Ill., a

tornado began sucking 5-year-old
John Livermore out of what was
left of his home Saturday when
his grandfather reached out and
grabbed the boy's leg, pulled him
down into the rubble and lay on
top of him until the twister was
out of range.
"Dad said he just hung onto
him until it was over," the boy's
aunt, Roxanne CorzetL said.
Fire Chief Earl Waller estimated as many as half of Raritan's 70 to 80 houses were
damaged.
In western and central Kentucky, there were numerous
unconfirmed reports of tornadoes
Sunday along with hail and wind
damage. A 17-year-old boy was
upgraded to stable condition early
today after he was struck by
lightning.
In Radcliffe, Ky., the storm
knocked over a memorial to 27
victims killed in a church bus
crash exactly seven years ago
Sunday.
"We just have been through so
doggone much," said Larry Fair,
whose daughter died in the 1988
crash. "This is just another
occurrence, and it happened on
the 14th."
The weather service confirmed
a tornado touched down near
Gentry. Ark., and funnel clouds
were sighted elsewhere, but no
serious injuries were reported.
In southeastern Ohio, 3 inches
of rain fell in two to three hours
in Mcigs County, causing flooding that forced the evacuation of
about 200 people. Rescue crews
used helicopters and boats to
pluck some people out of their
homes, said Bob Bycr of the
county's emergency medical
service.
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Field day to inform farmers about CRP
Kentucky farmers have contracts
on 435,000 acres in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) to
remove highly erodible land from
production for 10 years. Most contracts end in 1996.
What will farmers do with land
when contracts expire?
Farmers can learn about options
for this land on July 13 at a CRP
Field Day on the Easley Hill Farm in
Crittenden County. Registration begins at 7 a.m.
"Tours start when the first wagon
is full," said John Rudolph, Extension agent for agriculture in Lyon
County. "The last tour begins at
noon. A complete tour of the three
demonstration plots will take about
three hours. Although no formal
lunch is planned, we will have hot
dogs, other snacks and soft drinks
available at no charge."
"During the CRP Field Day,
farmers will see research plots on
uses for land put back into production," said Lloyd Murdock, Extension agronomist with the University
of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"These plots focus on the production practices, environmental impact and economics of grain crops
(corn and soybeans), wildlife habitats, forestry, forages, and pastures
for livestock.
"In addition, farmers will receive
updates on conservation compliance and rules and regulations of
CRP land from the Consolidated

Farm Services Agency and the
Natural Resources Conservation
Service. Topics will include effects
of tillage practices on erosion and
the impact of different production
methods on conservation compliance."
Since CRP land has been idle for
up to 10 years, farmers face an
unusual situation in fertility and pest
management on released land, according to Murdock. One tour will
address fertility and tillage considerations for CRP-released land.
Other tours will feature weed, soil
insect, and rodent management.
During the forestry tour, farmers
will see high-value, hardwood trees
intercropped with grain crops in an
agroforestry system. Another stop
will feature paulownia trees, a fastgrowing, high-value hardwood species. Farmers will also see trees
used as windbreak protection .for
annual crops.
Other tour topics will be preparing CRP land for hay or grazing,
warm and cool season grasses for
wildlife, economic and environmental considerations for land,seed
treatment on early-planted corn and
soybean inoculation.
The CRP project doesn't end with
the field day, according to Murdock.
"We will follow the research
plots for two to three years and use
results for recommendations to aid
farmers' management and produc-

tion decisions on CRP-released
land," he said. "Recommendations
will be used at commodity and other
educational meetings, field days,
and in publications available
through normal Extension channels."
Another aspect of the CRP Project is a plan to have statewide
meetings to discuss alternative uses
of CRP relea.sed land, according to
Dick Trimble, Extension agricultural economist.
"The goal is to bring together all
groups interested in conserving natural resources to discuss and exchange ideas about managing the

435,000 acres of Kentucky farmland that has been in conservation
use for nearly 10 years," Trimble
said. "The statewide meetings,
planned sometime next year, will
provide an opportunity for those
groups interested in natural resources conservation to meet and-discuss ideas that could be incorporated in future conservation programs."
County Extension agents in the
Pennyrile area arc spearheading the
July 13 CRP Field Day. These
offices will have details and updates
about the field day and other aspects
of the CRP Project.
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CRP signup continues
Secretary of Agriculture, Dan
Glickman,has authorized producers
with CRP (Conservation Reserve
Program) acreage under contract
with USDA to request release from
the terms and conditions of their
CRP contract. This release will be
possible without the imposition of
any refunds or penalties.
The signufrçriod for this provision Will begin
15 and continue
telephone
through June 2.
office is
number at the local C
753-1781 and the contact person in
the office in Frances Spillman.
Because of the large number of

contract- in Calloway County, it is
requested that producers call the
CFSA office for an appointment to
sign up for this "early out" provision. Producers may specify a
release date on any time between
their signup date and September 20,
1995. Land withdrawn from the
CRP program may not be offered
into the program again at a later
date.
If no response is received from
the producer by the close of business on June 2, it will be assumed
that no changes will be requested by
the producer in his current contract.

Sixteen agriculture students at
Murray State University received
awards for individual accomplishments at the 19th annual department
of agriculture banquet. Sponsored
by Alpha Zeta professional ,fraternity, the banquet was held April 5 at
Murray State's Curris Center.
Alpha Zeta's objectives are to
foster high standards of scholarship,
leadership, character and fellowship; to strive for breadth of vision,
unity of action, and accomplishment of ideas; to render service to
students and to agricultural divi-

standing Student in Agricultural
Mechanization, Christopher S.
Douglas and Outstanding Student in
Horticulture, Diana M. Wicai.
Introduced as Alpha Zeta incoming officers for the 1995-96 term
were chancellor Chris King of
Fancy Farm, Ky.; censor Bob
Strong of Princeton. Ky.; scribe
Kelisa Allen of Hardinsburg, Ky.;
treasurer Beth Mills of Strurgis,
Ky.; chronicler Cheryl Farello of
Murray; and sergeant at arms Adam
Jackanicz of West Frankfort, Ill.
Spring 1004 initiates include Re-

Hot weather challenging to garden
it's still light outside but is starting to
Summer weather has arrived,and
cool off. This gives the plants a
I'm not quite ready for it. The cool
chance to adjust to their new places
spring didn't prepare me for the
during the cooler nighttime hours.
sudden arrival of heat and humidity.
What happened to those perfect
Make sure that the plants are welldays for gardening? I'd hoped for a
watered,both before and after trans'few sunny seventy to seventy-five
planting. Don't make the mistake of
By Cathleen Pease
degree days 4.4,...which to finish
thinking, "This plant's a little dry,
planting my garden.
but I'm going to watcr it after it's in
But perfet-weather is something
the ground anyway, so it should be
Your plants (especially the all right just to plant it and then
that gardeners usually only get to
dream about when they're working newly-transplanted ones)aren't atiy .water it." That poor plant is already
in the garden while either freezing more used to the heat than you are stressed from lack of water, and
or frying. So,like it or not, in order and need extra attention while they- disturbing the roots only causes
to garden you've got to learn to 're acclimating. After all, they can't more stress. Give the plant some
adapt yourselfand your plants to the run into the air conditioned house water and wait an hour or so before
and get a nice cool drink of water.
weather.
transplanting it.
.Hot weather gardening is espe- .So you have to bring the water,and
Many plants appreciate being
cially challenging: If it's cold sometimes a little shade, to them.
given
a little shade for a few days
outside you can add layer upon Soil can dry out quickly in this hot
You know who
transplanting.
after
weather,
and
the
brief
afternoon
layer of warm clothing before going
ones that look
the
They're
are.
they
outdoors, but if it's hot there's only thundershowers don't always last
morning
and the evenperky
in
the
so many clothes you can take off long enough to really water the
noonday sun.
the
wilt
in
ing,
but
garden.
This
especially
applies
to
without scandalizing the neighbors.
Prop a couple of small boaLds
Wear light, loose clothing and a hat any trees you've planted this year.
against each other to form a !Me
if you're gardening in the heat. Put During warm weather they need a
tent
to give the tender seedlings
plenty of sunscreen on all the skin thorough soaking once a week.
'shelter.
some
If you're like me and you still
that's exposed. Drink plenty of
water. And come in out of the have plants to get in the ground,
With any luck, we'll be able to
midday sun. I sometimes find there are a few things you can do to keep ourselves and our transplants
myself spending more time cooling lessen the transplant shock despite from wilting,and be used to the heat
off and drinking water than I actu- the heat. First of all, transplant your
by the time the weather cools off in
ally spend working with the plants. seedlings in the early evening,when
the fall.

Growing In
the Garden

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS

TANKS
Available
Financing

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or morv ner
gallon for gas on the tank they will never ow'

Lake Region Propane Gas

nnie Church of Smithville, Texas;
Greg Hall of New*Madrid, Mo.:
Jessica Karkoff of Naperville, Ill.;
Jason Reed of Finley, Tenn.; and
Chuck Zickus of Palos Hills,
Two MSU faculty members were
honored at the banquet for their
continued dedication and outstanding service to the department of
agriculture. Arlie Scott, retired
professor of animal science, served
for 35 years(1949-84)in the department of agriculture. Dr. Durwood
Beatty, professor of agronomy, is
currently completing his final
semester of instruction at MSU. He
joined the faculty in 1968 and plans
to retire at the end of this term.

Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011
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MSU agriculture students recognized
sions of members institutions; and
to promote the profession of agriculture.
Founded at Ohio State University
in 1897, it is one of the oldest
agricultural fraternities featuring 65
active chapters and nearly 800)0
members located around the world.
Dr. Dwayne Driskill, associate professor of agriculture, advises the
Murray State chapter, along with
professors Dr. Durwood Beatty and
Dr. James Davis.
Those from Murray receiving
special recognition included: Out-
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FROM OUR READERS

Everybody has
an agenda now
in Congress
By JILL LAWRENCE
Asdociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republican congressional leaders once
predicted they'd have a'comfortable eight months or so before 1996
politics began to ,dominate Capitol Hill. Turns out that was overstating the case by months.
The general election campaign took off in the past couple of
weeks With Republican congressional leaders' attempt to drag President Clinton into their dilemma over Medicare's future — and his
decision to let them feel their own pain for a while.
But long before that, the eyes of the conservative GOP primary
electorate were on the Senate. Republican presidential politics have
been having a substantive impact on national business, from tax
'cuts to budget-balancing to Dr. Henry Foster's surgeon-general
nomination.
The conservative standard was set by House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., and his "Contract With America," -a collection of pet
GOP issues the new Republican House acted on in its first 100
days.
It's already clear that minority Democrats and Clinton veto
threats are slowing down the "Contract" express in the Senate. But
that's done little to discourage the more-conservative-than-thou
competition -under way between Sens. Bob Dole and Phil Gramm
— the two most prominent GOP presidential_ contestants.
Dole, R-Kan., is the first Senate majority leader to run for president.since Lyndon Johnson in 1960. Gramm, R-Texas, is his competition on the right. Each is trying to prove he. is more firmly
opposed to abortion and taxes, more committed to gun rights and
small government.
The atmospherc "is not conducive to constructive public policymaking," said Tom Mann, director of governmental studies at the
Brookings Institution. "Dole is not going to open up any distance
on his fight: He's just not going to do it."
Inevitably there will be conipromises on taxes and the budget as
spring wears into summer. If and when Dole brokers them, and it
seems he must if a budget is to be passed and signed, "Gramm is
there to pounce," said anal)'st Stuart Rothenberg, a political newsletter publisher.
The Foster nomination mushroomed -into a political showdown
after the White House and Foster failed to disclose that he had performed sonic abortions and then had trouble pinning down the
..ssact number..
!)'lc and Granmi jumped at the chance to prove their tealty to
,risers atises uncomforialle with • their candidacies. Sen.
ii
S;:-..cter, meanwhile, a presidential candidate aiming for GOPused the opportunity to lecture 'both men.
( 7.1••
• '..)wing a filibuster against f•oster; DOle countered that
bring the .nomination up for a vote.
it think we need these kinds of threats," Specter, R-Pa.,
ii last week on the floor.
Dole did say on Sunday that he would not decide on calling up
nomination for a floor vote until after he has had a chance to sit
and talk with Foster. He said he thought Foster had done a
' pr -..try good job — in his confirmation hearings before the Senate
Libor arid Human Resources Committee.
In the end Dole may not win points with religious conservatives,
R,.ause they do not belies e, as he does, that Foster's problem is
Conser)aty,e presidential candidate Patrick Buchanan
fur:
low starkly "An abortionist cannot he America's family dix.for."
Pressure from the other side is coming from Dole's lionie-state
colleague, Labor Committee Chairman Nancy Kasschauni, who ran
the Foster hearings and is pressing for a floor vote.According to the Dole campaign. 26 senators have endorsed
Dole; 13 have not yet been identified publicly. Kassebauni, already
on record, is in the awkward position of pushing him toward a floor
mte that could be damaging to hint in the primaries.
Budget Committee Chairman Pete Domenici, R-N.N1., is in a
similar spot --- on board for Dole_ but hellbent on pioducing a
budget7_balancing Wan ittal_postpones. tax:A:tits. _for anuther..more
affordable day.
For years,,.-.Dole -was a "deficit hawk" like Domenici. But the
politica 1- scape now features a House-passed tax cut of more
than S189 billion over five years and rival GCJITIM promising to
offer a similar tax cut on the Senate floor.
Not surprisingly, Dole is a big tax-cut fan this yea,. lie 3190
signed a no-new-taxes pledge that his refusal to sign may have cost
him the nomination in 1988.
"Among economic conservatives, there's still a lingering, skepticism about Bob Dole. He was one of the primary forces behind
the tax increase of 1982. Newt Gingrich called it a touchdown for
the welfare state," said Jack Pitney, a political scientist at
Clareniont-NicKenna College.
The hard-to-control Senate is not an ideal proving ground for any
national candidate with strong policy goals. Las! week's defeat of
sweeping limits on lawsuits, an. attempt to keep up with the House,
was the latest example of that
But the measure of Republican candidates this sear is the pace
and tone set by Conirtch and his disciples
or expect Dole and
( rim to keep pushing the eriseltiv..

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Fancy Farm is back on the map.
So, for that matter, are Pilot
Oak and folsomthle.
It may not be a coincidence.
When the 1994 edition of Kentucky's "Official Highway Map"
was released, officials in Frankfort and Fancy Farm were chagrined to learn that the Graves
County hamlet's name had been
deleted from its dot along Kentucky 80. The )(lot was still there.
Fancy Farm was not.
This slight was the source of
much huffing and puffing among
the candidates at the annual picnic at St. Jerome Catholic Church.
Yes, that Fancy Farm — the site
of barbecue and bombast the first
Saturday in every August.
The suspicion is that the Transportation Cabinet and the Tourism Cabinet, which conspire to
produce the map every year,
decided to put Pilot Oak and Folsomdale in 1995 as a sop to
Graves County to make up for
the faux pas of a year ago.
There is another obvious
appeasement in the new version
of the map.
Last year, Fort Campbell, Fort
Knox, the Bluegrass Amiy Depot
and other military reservations
were in pink.
Pink!
Can you imagine?
The Cold War may be over,

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
but hey!
Pink?!
This year, they're a nice bluegraySubdued. Strong. Secure.
Military.
Pink. Hmmph.
The whole color scheme of the
map is different. Instead of a
white background crisscrossed
with various lines signifying
roads, boundaries, streams and
the like, the background is a soft
green.
The typography is different
and the inking is less severe, giving the map a cleaner, easier-toread look, even though the place
names and route numbers are
smaller.
Mileages are measured from
tiny dots that can barely be seen
instead of last year's bold red
stars. (The Soviet Union is also
gone. Coincidence? Or is it?)
The legend still denotes interstate highways with a blue and
white stripe; parkways, green and
white; divided primary roads, red

and white. But the "gravel or
unimproved" roads of years past
no longer have their own designation. Does that mean they're all
gone?
Fat chance.
Some lines on the legend are
new.
For example, the map creators
felt compelled to remind people
that the heavy, dashed and dotted
line surrounding the state is the
state line, as if someone driving
over the Ohio River couldn't
have guessed they were leaving
Kentucky or if the sign that says
"Welcome to Tennessee" isn't
enough of a tip.
On a related subject, the
amount of dead space given over
to the surrounding states is less,
replaced by a separate indexfor
finding counties and an expanded
credit box with free publicity for
the agencies that produced the
map "PRINTED WITH STATE
FUNDS under KRS 57.375
(1995)"
Scenic routes, the official ones

at least, are designated with
purple dots along the road. For
instance, Kentucky 1681 from
Lexington to Frankfort, otherwise
known as Old Frankfort Pike, is
thus noted. But none of the roads
into the Red River Gorge area in
Powell and Wolfe counties are
included, proof that the list is
incomplete.
The mileage finder is a big
improvement, with alternating
colors in each line, making it
easier to figure out it's 383 miles
from Fulton to Bockhorn Lake
State Park. It doesn't tell you that
you can't really get from one to
the other. But, hey, that's what
the map is for.
The cover picture is also different, showing a little girl holding
a pony munching on what presumably is bluegrass, even if it is
suspiciously green.
One politically incorrect item
has already been uncovered that
will surely have to be changed
next year. The line between the
eastern and central time zones
has been changed from orange,
leaving a big yellow streak down
Kentucky's midsection.
Mark R. Cheligren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Lexington Herald-Leader
When it comes to disciplining lawyers and judges, Kentucky
court officials for too long have behaved as though they have
something to hide.
'To the detriment of the legal profession, many of the state's
judges and lawyers have stood by while other states have lifted the
secrecy surrounding the disciplinary process. Many of Kentucky's
legal practitioners cling to the tired, old argument that opening the
proceedings could irreparably harm the reputations of their colleagues from complaints that lack merit.

floe
and

person is innocent until proven guilty.
Yet the Judicial Retirement and Removal Commission, which
monitors judges, and the Kentucky Bar Association, which oversees
lawyers, operate on the belief that, if the disciplinary process were
open, judicial officers would be seen as guilty until proven inno=
cent. ...
In Oregon, the public_ has unlimited access to the complaints
filed against lawyers. The result, George Reimer, general counsel
for the Oregon Bar Association, told the Herald-Leader's Lee
Mueller is that "it's hard to see irreparable damage because all
complaints are investigated quickly and the results usually vindicated the lawyer."
Kentucky needn't go as far as Oregon. We think the complaint
and hearing should be made public only after a preliminary investigation finds probable cause that misconduct had occurred.
For the average citizen, however, the issue is not about simply
upholding the integrity of the profession. Judges and lawyers are at
the heart of important legal decisions affecting the citizenry and
public welfare. When they fail to adhere to the highest standards of
conduct, it's not just the profession that suffers.

That's hogwash. And Kentucky Supreme Court Chief Justice
Robert Stephens is right to ignore such hypocrisy in favor of pushing for a more open process. A 12-member panel appointed by Stephens to look at this issue agrees and has asked that this process be
made more open. Kentucky waits for the full state Supreme Court
to put these ideas into practice.
There is no reason this shouldn't happen. In open court, judges
and lawyers regularly admonish jurors to listen to all the evidence
before rendering a decision. Our system is based on the idea that a
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A conservative voice

j

EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill Lasorence rulers Congress for l'he
Avvociated Press.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
the sixth installment in a series
of profiles of Kentucky gubernatorial candidates and their
running mates.
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP). —
Gatewood Galbraith espoused the
benefits of legalizing marijuana
in his run for Kentucky governor
in 1991.
Four years later, he views himself and running mate Jerry Hammond as the conservative voice
of the Democratic Party in Kentucky in another bid for the
state's highest office.
."I've always been much more
than that," Galbraith said of the
marijuana platform. "I've never
been less than a serious person
trying to devise intelligent
answers to problems and I've
never failed to look in all directions to try to answers Kentucky's chronic problems, including
returning land as a means of producing wealth through restoring
hemp as a cash crop."
This time around Galbraith has
backed off from the marijuana
issue because "I don't believe
society is ready for it and consequently I vac that message," he
said.
Instead, Galbraith's campaign
this year focuses on protecting
individual rights, and his opposition to corruption and economic
incentives to large corporations.
"Corruption is what is keeping
thus state impoverished," said the

KENTUCKY
GOVERNOR'S
RACE
48-year-old Nicholasville lawyer.
"Corruption is what keeps us
from being able to fund health
care and education. Corruption is
not only people sticking out their
hands and take $2(X) for a bribe,
but much of the corruption is not
in the laws they break but in the
laws they make."
Galbraith opposes Kentucky
getting involved in bidding wars
with other states to attract
industries.
"We arc against this present
policy of offering wages and tax
dollars of working men and
women in the state of Kentucky

to try to bribe the largest, richest
corporations in the world to
locate in the state," he said.
"Some of which come on roller
skates, feed at the public trough,
and then go on down the highway
to another state when they get a
better deal."
s Instead, he believes economic
incentives should be given to
Kentucky businesses since "80
percent of new jobs come from
expansion of existing industry."
He also would like to develop
the "Kentucky Trace" corridor
following Kentucky 80 from the
Virginia border on the east to the
Mississippi River on the west, as
a key tourist area.
Galbraith is against mandatory
drug testing.
"Just like any other intrusion
into people's day-to-day affairs
or private lives, the employers
and government should be held to
a standard of probable cause" —
the same as police searches, he
said.
Galbraith is promoting a

Just drop us a line •

IP

Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged ta express their
opinions on our "Forum"
by writing letters to-the editor. We print
ageprovided they comply with the following
letters on a variety of topics,
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
add= and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
If possible. We rescrvc the right to condense or reject any ktter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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"Commonwealth Incentive" of
$5,000 to every Kentuckian upon
receipt of a high school diploma
or GED that can be used for college tuition, technical training or
other educational endeavor.
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"We'd be able to keep a lot of
kids in school," he said.
Galbraith supports the Kentucky Education Reform Act, to
the extent that "there needs to be
a ,radical change in the quality
and availability of education to
all people."
But adds that KERA is
"designed to create cheap, docile
labor for transnational
corporations."
Galbraith also believes there is
discrimination against tobacco
smokers, especially in public
buildings.
"I haven't seen any laws that
make people who smoke cigarates second-class citizens or substandard citizens," he said. "I
think it is discrimination against
them to force them to leave the
building in order to smoke a
. •
cigarette."
As for marijuana, Galbraith
believes it should be legalized for
medicinal use.
"We ought to take this stuff
that is being confiscated and give
it out to the medical community
for distribution to hospices and
the terminally ill," he -said,
adding that he hasn't had an asthma attack in 23 years of smoking
marijuana.
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Monday, May 15
Calloway County High School Senior
Awards Nigh4/7 p.m./Jeffrey
Gymnasium
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board/6 30 p m 'Murray City Hall
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7 30 p m dodge hall
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Infof743-0082.
Auditions for two upcoming
productions/7 p m /Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.
First Place Summer Orientation/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
Info/753-5400.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Cub Scouts/6 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 11/4 p.m.:
Friendship/Hannah Circle/7 p.m. tv/
Cassie Bright.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
Star Trek Fan Club/7 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Class members' addresses needed
The 1975 class of Calloway County High School will ha4 its
20-year reunion on July 15 at Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel. Four
members have been unable to be located, who are Steven McCuiston, Pam Mills Anderson, Teresa Todd, and Patricia Barnett Keeling.
For information on these students, call Sandra Duncan-Thurman at
753-6425 or Vicky Butterworth White at 435-4201.

Folk Dancing changed to May 24
International Folk Dancing has been changed from May 16 to
Tuesday, May 24, at 7 p.m. at Fellowship Hall, First Presbyterian
Church. This is open to all interested persons.

Singles (SOS) plan meeting
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, May 16,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Janie Sumner-Harper
will lead the program on "Suddenly Single." The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Jeanne, 753-0224.

onday, May 15
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30-p m./Water Valley
Community Center
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info759-9882 or 435-4314.
Tuesday, May 16
Wes1 Kentucky Allied Services Inc..
public meeting for election of low
income represetnative to board/7
p.m./board room, Weaks Center..
Special program by Music Chorus of
Music Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p m /club house Open to the
"Time To Dance" program by Lyndia
Cochran Dance & Gymnastics/7
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
Auditions for two upcoming
productions/7 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park. In1o/759-1752.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos:9 30
a m. and Story Houri10 30 a rn

Golf, bridge and lunch are
scheduled by ladies at club
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will have activities on Wednesday, May 17.
Those wishing to play bridge,
please get your own foursome.
Lunch will be served from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Golf will be played. at 9:30
a.m. with Ann Brown and Rebecca West as hostesses.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:

UDC meeting on Wednesday
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet Wednesday, May 17, at 1 p.m. at the home of Jean Murdock. The program will be presented by Barbara Smotherman. All
members and interested persons are invited.

Ministerial Association will meet
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet Wednesday, May 17, at 8 a.m. at First United Methodist Church. All
ministers of the city and county are urged to attend.

Songfest planned Wednesday
The monthly Songfest by Church Women United of Murray and
Calloway County will be Wednesday, May 17, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. All members and interested persons are invited to
participate in this special event for the residents at the lodge.

Tee 1 - Beth Belote, Barbara Gray,
Marion Poole, Billie Wilson;
Tee 3 - Martha Sue Ryan, Rowena
Cullom, Nancy Haverstock. Frances
Richey;
Tee 4 - Ann Brown. Norma Frank,
Rebecca West, Rainey Apperson:
Tee 5 - Betty Jo Purdom. Venela
Sexton, Frances Hulse, lnus Orr:

Free blood pressure tests Tuesday
Free blood pressure tests will be given Tuesday, May 16, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Tee 6 • Evelyn Jones, Betty
art, Diane V,I:anova. Betty LOWty.
Tee 8 - Peggy Shoemaker, Billie
Cohoon, Cindy Towery, Freda Steely:
Tee 9 - Cathryn Garrott, Sue Outland, Lisa Carver, Anna Mary Adams
Tee 10 .Betty Scott, Faira Alexander, Margaret Shuffett, Toni Hopson.
Winners of play on Wednes-

day, May 10, have been released
by Betty Stewart and Diane Villanova, hostesses, :is follows:
Championship- flight - Betty Jo
Purdom, medalist, lnus Orr,
runnerup:
First Hight - Toni Hopson and
Lisa Carver tied for first, Evelyn
Jones, second:
Second flight - -Rowena Cullom, first, Edith Garrison,
runnerup;
Third flight - Billie Wilson:
Fourth flight - Barbara Gray:
Low putts - Franees Hulse.

Tuesday, May 16
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County HospitalVirty Bank.
and Hardin
Symsonia/9-11 30 a
Public Libraryi1-3 p m
Quill Lov,ers of Murray/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Free blood pressure checks noon-2
p.m 'Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p miChamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224
International Folk Dancing at First
Presbyterian Church postponed until
May 24
First United Methodist Church events
include Ouilters.9 30 a m Disciple II
Bible Study/6 p.m
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer5 15 p m.
Grace Baptist Church Library open/
10-1130 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Win,5 30 p m , New
Catechism Study/5.30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day 0ut/9 a.m. and 3 p m.;
Sharon Wells Group./10.30 a m. w/
Roberta Jones, First Place
Orientation/7 p.m./chapel
Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 p m. for
senior citizens' activities

Students receive degrees
PADUCAH — Students from
Murray received degrees at the
May 8 commencement ceremony
at Paducah Community College.
They were Phillip Royce
Jones, Roger K. McCuiston and
Kent A. Owens.
The college's fir:t paramcdk.

North Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet today, Monday, at 4 p.m. at the school. This is
open to the public.

Need Line needs pantry items
Need Line is in need of some special items for the pantry to fill
the food sacks for clients. Needed this week are instant milk, rice,
dry beans, tuna, canned meats, and canned fruit. These may be taken
to the Need Line office on the first floor of Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Bridge will be played at 9:30
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
with Urbena.Koenen as hosa.m.
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Iler phone number if
tess.
Nlay 17.
753-4508:
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Crystal Parks as hostess.
Pairings will be made it the tee.
A luncheon will follow golf at
noon. For luncheon reservations
call Murrelle Walker at
75t3-4517 or Sue Steele at
The Bookmobile of Calloway 753-5082.
County Public Library has scheWinners of golf play on Wedduled runs on Tuesday, Wednes- nesday, May 10, have been
day, Thursday and Friday, May released by Bronda Parker. h(,,16, 17, 18 and 19.
tess, as follows:
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile
Championship flight - Irene
librarian, has released her scheWoods, first, Bronda Parker.
dule as follows:
second;
Tuesday
Medalist - Sue Wells;
Sunshine Day Care, sue Wicker,
First Place, low net - _Agnes
Wee Care, and Sally.
.
Payne;
Wednesday
•
Second Place tie, low act
Browns Grove, Jordan, L. Smith, M.
Grace James and Laura Park,-i,
tucker, and Kirksey School Yard.
Thursday
Third Place tie, low net - CrysHamlin, Meeks, Calhoun, and
tal Parks and Sue Veazey;
Stubblefield.
Fourth Place, low net - Erma
—
Firid"
beanies.

O -7O

Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will have an open
meeting on Tuesday, May 16, at 7 p.m. at the club house. A special
program by the Department Chorus and two small ensembles will be
presented. Hostesses will be Sharon Furches, Delaine Cook, Lynn
Griffiths, Rebecca Landolt, Linda Dick, Betty Lowry, Gale Vinson
and Ruth Wright

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings at all stops. Also available is a Stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit for $4. Stops on Tuesday, May 16, will be Liberty
Bank, Symsonia, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and Hardin Public Library
from 1 to 3 p.m. On Wednesday, May 17, the express will be at
Murray Post Office from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, May 16, at 3 p.m. in
Education Unit, Third Floor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
information contact Nancy Rose R.N. and Hospice Director or Mary
Linn MSN and Clinical Specialist, 762-1100.

LACF E,-4 IVY LTD.
Court Square • Murray

Time To
Dance
I

4

Presented by

SUMMER GYMNASTICS AND
CHEERLEADING CAMP
IN JUNE 1995
CALL NOW .10 REGtSTEr4 -753-4647

rya& Carktax Dane & Gyoutadia
Tuesday, May 16, 1995 • 7:00 p.m.
Murray State University Lovett Auditorium

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday

Murray Christian Women's
Club plans Friday luncheon

Calloway County
High School Parents
and Supporters

Oh.

Murray Christian Women's
Club will have a "All that Glitters" luncheon on Friday, May
19, from noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant. The cost of the
luncheon will be S6 per person.
Jean-Gross from Paducah will
display and describe her "Premier,
Designs" jewelry .and will give
tips about-using jewelry to accessorize outfits.
A graduate of Murray State
University and a former public
school music teacher, Gross has
also been in the decorating
business.
She and her husband, Bob,
have one daughter. Paige, a
senior inusic Major at Murray
State. Paige will be the guest soloist at the luncheon.
Mary Virginia Moses of Cot-

dova, Tenn., will be the guest
speaker. Originally from a small
Mississippi town, she is .the
mother of three grown sons.
Reservations should be made
by Wednesday evening, May 17,
by calling Freda Lovett,
753-3999, or Vida Trenholm,
753-2399.
A complimentary nursery for
preschoolers will be provided and
ruirsery reservations should be
made by calling Freda at the
number listed above.
All interested women are Welcome to attend. There arc no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation, said Laurel Wane,
CWC chairman. Christian
Women's Club is a worldwide
organization and is not affiliated
with any church or denomination.

Please Join Us...
Tonight at 7:00 p.m.

2

I

TRAVEL ALARM CLOCK

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, May 16, at 6 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. L. Joye White will present a program on old and new quilting techniques and gadgets. She will also
share some new ideas she dicovered at the recent American Quilt
Show in Paducah. All members and interested persons are invited.

Off
Storewide

Inventory, Cash Register, Fixtures, Etc.

Bookmobile
stops listed

Music Chorus to present program

program graduates were also reco&nized. Included was Ntichael
Keown of Murray.
Thomas B. Russell, U.S. District Court Judge, was the speaker
at the 62nd annual conmiemencement ceremony. Degrees were
awarded to 307 graduates.

Everything Must Go!

Oaks Country Club ladies
plan Wednesday activities

North Council meeting today

Tuesday, May 16
Murray TOPS Chapter 6 p m First
Presbyterian Church
Bingo 7 p m Knights of Columbus
pfl
hoaie
building
Break.9 30 a m Martin's
United Methodist Church
TOPS Chapter of Hardin 7
p m /Hardin Library
Murray Optimist Club 6 30
pm .Chnstopher's Restaurant
Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting 8 p m American Legion Hall
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314
Broastleeding Support Group 7-8
p.m ;Child Care Center second floor
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Infoi753-3381 or* 762-1425
Cancer Support Group meeting'3
p.m./Educational Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Info/762-1100
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers' meeting'7 p m Enrollment 8
p.m.
YMCA events include Aerobics
Toning'4 30 p m /12th Street Branch.
Step..6 30 p m 'University Branch
Aqua Fitnessi9 30 and 10 30 a m.,Carr
Health Building Info"759-9622
National Scouting Museum open 9
a m -4 30 p m Into 762-3383

TRAVEL .‘LARY! CLOCK
Here's a convenient way to stay on
schedule when you're on the road Our
new Travel Alarm Clock folds up to a
4,- x I'll- when not muse. Itll
/
compact 21
store easily in 'sour briefcase or purse
The digital functions include alarm.
hours & minutes, month & date and
seconds Comec with a handy storage
pouch

$995
Plus $4.20 Shipping
LEATHER KEY IMAIN
Here's a thoughtful gift that will he
enjoyed and used throughout the year.
Our new key chain is made of solid brass,
surrounded by rich burgundy leather. It
4- wide x 2-7s- long and has a
/
measures 11
hrass chain Well engrave the face with
up to 3 initials and said 11 10 you in a gift
box.

$1 295

Senior
Awards Night
at Jeffrey Gymnasium
Calloway County
High School

Plus $4.20 Shipping

To order, please send above stated amount to:

,,&-WATSON
ENTERPRISES
1631 South Main Street • HopkInsvIlle, Ky. 42240
Call For FREE Catalog 1-800-566-5789
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Sports Ne‘/34.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Scott Brayton secured the
pole for the Indianapolis 500 on Sunday with a fourlap, 10-mile average of 231.604 mph. Arie Luyendyk.
who won the 1990 race, gained the middle spot in the
first of 11 three-car rows with a 231.031.

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(B•st of-7)
Sunday. May 14
Phoenix.
114
Houston.
110
(Photon leads 31)
San Antonio.
BO
L.A. Laken*.
71
1San Antonio leads 3-1)
Chicago.
1041
Orlando.
95
(Sanas tied 2-2)
• • • •

Tuesday, May 16
Chicago at Orlando. 6 p m (TNT)
A Lakers at San Antonio, 8 30
pm (TNT)
Houston at Phoenix, 9 30 (IBS)
Wordnesday, May 17
Indiana at New York, 7 p m (TNT)
Thursday, May 18
Orlando at Chicago, 7 p m (TNT)
San Antonio at L A Lakers TBA
(TNT), it necessary
Phoenix at Houston, TBA (TNT) it
necessary
Friday, May 19
New York at Indiana, 7 p m
(TNT), it necessary
Saturday, May 20
L A Lakers at San Antonio, TIM
(NBC), it necessary
Houston at Phoenix, 2 30 p m
--rN8C), it necessary

MURRAY

Today's Sports

SPORTS
r

• BASEBALL: Fourth District Tournament
— Calloway vs Mayfield — 430 at Ty Holland
III SOFTBALL: District Tournament Murray City Park
Calloway vs Marshall — 4 30

Spurs: Never say dye
Rodman out; Spurs win 80-71
By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Dennis Rodman, turned into a
spectator by his no-nonsense
coach, was hardly missed by the
San Antonio Spurs.
This time, anyway.
David Robinson had 26 points
and 22 rebounds before fouling
out with 1:18 remaining Sunday
as the Spurs stifled the coldshooting, mistake-prone Los
Angeles Lakers 80-71.
The Spurs, who never trailed,
hold a 3-1 advantage in the bestof-7 Western Conference semifinal series and can wrap it up by
beating the Lakers in Game 5 on
Tuesday night in San Antonio.

With Rodman watching from
the end of the San Antonio bench
— and at times chatting and
laughing with a fan sitting next to
him — the teams combined for
151 points. the NBA's secondlowest scoring playoff game
since the shot clock was introduced in 1954. In 1955, Fort
Wayne beat Syracuse 74-71.
"I thought our guys had their
hearts and energy into it, but it
Just didn't work out." Lakers
coach Del Harris said. "We
looked a little bit slow. It's really
tough when you shoot 35 percent
to look good."
It was actually 36 percent —
the Lakers made a franchise
playoff-low 21 field goals in 75

attempts. The Spurs didn't do
much better. making 32 of their
78 floor shots (41 percent). But
that proved to be enough.
Rodman angered Spurs coach
Bob Hill when he failed to participate in a huddle during the second half in Game 3 Friday night.
After being replaced, he took his
shoes off, wrapped a towel
around his head and proceeded to
lie down on the court.
About 45 minutes before SunII See Page 7
San Antonio forward Sean Elliott
scored 14 points in the Spurs'
80-71 win over Los Angeles
Sunday.

Jordan includes mates; Bulls win Game 4
By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Shaquille
O'Neal had little to say.
"Happy Mother's Day," was
all he uttered after his unhappy
performance against the Chicago
Bulls, who swarmed him every
time he had the ball, allowing
him only five baskets and 17
mints.
Michael Jordan's lone comment. meanwhile. was fitting for

the kind of game he playeda
Sunday.
- Just as he patiently shared the
ball during the 106-95 win over
Orlando, Jordan tossed a compliment to teammate Toni Kukoc,
whose 3-pointer with 90 seconds
left enabled the Bulls to hold off
a Magic rally.
"Toni was the big key," Jordan said in a quickie TV sound
byte as he left the floor. "He hit
a big basket down the stretch."

O'Neal's inability to get
untracked against a doubleteaming Chicago defense, and
Jordan's ability to get his teammates involved were the two biggest factors in the Bulls' victory
that evened the series at, 2-2.
Now it's back to Orlando for a
fifth game Tuesday.
"They did a good job defensively. But we really had some
careless turnovers," Orlando
coach Brian Hill said.

"They didn't do anything differently. We just turned the ball
over more. We gave up 22 in a
close game and that was the
difference."
Elsewhere in the NBA playoffs
Sunday, Phoenix beat defending
champion Houston 114-110 and
San Antonio outlasted the Los
Angeles Lakers 80-71, giving the
Suns and Spurs 3-1 leads in the
Western Conference semifinals.
There are no playoff games

tonight. On Tuesday night, its
Chicago at Orlando, Houston at
Phoenix and the Lakers at San
Antonio, while Indiana takes a
3-1 lead over New York into
Wednesday's only game.
O'Neal, who averaged 20 shots
during the season, was only.
5-for-10 Sunday. He was 7-for-10
from the free-throw line. He
came in averaging 26.3 points in
the series and 24.1 in the playoffs
after scoring 29.3 during the

Suns'KJ
hangs 43;
Phoenix
leads 3-1

"I don't knoiv if you can ever
him," said Chicago's
Will Perdue, who scored 11
points in 25 minutes for the Bulls
after starting center Luc Longley
injured his ankle in the first quarter. "lie's going to be like anybody -- good games, had
games."
Jordan usually has two type of
neutralize

•;,ee Page 7

Cardinals' Jordan
delivers big blast
in victory at L.A.

By MICHAEL LUTZ
Sports Writer
A blowout
Houston the day before got
Key in Johnson and Charles Barkley ready to plaS. 48 minutes
rnach
Johnson scored a playoff
career-high 43 points and Barkley
had 26 as each played the entire
game Sunday. leading Phoenix to
114-110 % ictors over the RockeLs and a 3-1 lead in the Western
Conference semifinals.
Leading 1(6-99 with 4:41 left
in the gamc, it was Houston —
—;c4-13.-IITIeN an-S-Tanson
ilted as the Suns outscored the
Rockets 15-4 down the stretch
ind pushed them to an elimina!.on game Tuesday in Phoenix.
"I didn't feel tired or
!atigued." Johnson said. "-It was
.)nly the last three minutes of the
hail game that the hamstring
t:Oteried up a little. We knew a
:omeback was possible. especial! in this building."
Barkley and Johnson
rebounded from'off performances
in Saturday's 118-85 loss to the
Rockets. Barkley was 0-for-10
from the field and Johnson had
14 points, none in the second

season.

HOUSTON (AP) —

4-

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Toros Dhoti)

TOP SEED: Murray High senior Michael Hornback will be the boys' No. 1 seed as Murray
and Calloway County boys and girls teams begin play in this week's First Region Tennis Tournament
at the Lone
Oak Tennis Center.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - - St.
Louis Cardinals manager Joe
Torre almost didn't have Brian
Jordart's bat when he needed it
most.
Jordan, on the bench with John
Mabry starting in right field
against knuckleballer Tom Candiotti, hit a pinch-hit, two-run
homer off Candiotti to tic the
score in the eighth inning. He
then singled in the winning run in
the Ilth as the St.. Louis Cardinals rallied past the Los Angels
Dodgers 6-5 Sunday.
"Brian's one of my best players right now, but I thought John
Mabrpould have a better time
-with andiotti and I was wrong."
Torre said. "lie was sitting there,
minding his own business and
pulling for the rest of the guys."
Torre nearly used Jordan earlier to bat for Mabry. but Scott
Cooper grounded into a double
play to score Ray Lankford and
Mabry grounded out to end the
seventh. Jordan eventually got his
chance.
"I was just thinking about
staying back, seeing the ball and
hitting it as far as I could,— he
.said. "Candiotti's a tough pitcher
and that knuckball is hard to hit,
but it hung up there and stayed

there. So, I thought, hey, that
might be the only one I'M going
It) sec that good."
in the 11th, Cooper walked
with one out and Tom Pagnozzi
drew a two-out walk from Anionic) Osuna (1-2). Jordan followed
with a single to left field against
the right-hander, who has allowed
13 earned runs in 13 1-1 innings.
Rene Arocha (2-1) was the
winner and Tom Henke closed
for - his sixth save in six tries. The
Cardinals used seven pitchers and
the Dodgers used six.
Los Angeles tied it at 5 in the
eighth on pinch-hitt
hris
,i'ltyynn'x RBI cintle
— one of four relievers

the Cardinals used in the eighth inning.
Delino DeShields, Billy Ashley
and Raul Mondesi homercd in the
first five innings off Donovan
Osborne, giving Los Angeles a
4-1 lead.
Osborne, who missed all of last
season while recovering from
reconstructive surgery on his left
shoulder, gave up four runs and
eight hits before leaving for a
pinch-hitter in the top of the
sixth. He struck out four and
walked none.
"Donovan had bad location,"
Torre said.

halt

The Nth sat out the fourth
quarter Saturday. but they were
ready to go on Sunday.
"It was kind of a blessing
4Saturday's game) because we
got Kevin and Charles some
rest," Suns coach Paul Westphal
said.
The Suns strategy didn't start
paying off until the third quarter,
with the Rockets leading 78-63
with 6.44 to go.
Johnson hit all five of his shots
in the third quarter and Wesley
Person had 10 points during
Phoenix's 28-10 run to end the
third period, giving the Suns a
91-88 lead going into the fourth
quarter.
Hakeem Olajuwon scored 38
points and Clyde Drexler 22 for•
the Rockets

- 4- -

Joyous Kiwis capture America's Cup
By .BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Just an
hour after winning the America's
Cup, Team New Zealand's sailors
were drinking champagne from
the sterling silver trophy and
throwing each othr into the
water.
•
'The mood will be a tad more
proper today, but just as joyous
for the Kiwis when they are formally presented the America's
Cup by the losing San Diego
Yacht Club.
It will be only the second time
in 144 years that sailing's biggest

prize has left the United States.
Dennis Conner, the losing
skipper both times, was gracious
in defeat.
"I'm guardedly optimistic that
we're entering a new dawn of the
America's Cup," Conner said.
"And with the enthusiasm of the
people of New Zealand, I think
that they'll breathe some new,
fresh air into the America's Cup.
"Hopefully, in the year, 2000,
if that's when it has to. be, then
we'll all continue to enjoy what,
for me, is the finest moment of
our sailing hobby."
Team New Zealand's Black

Magic 1, skippered by Russell
Coults, completed an impressive
five-race sweep of Conner's borrowed yacht Young America on
Saturday. The Kiwis won by 1
minute, 50 seconds, the closest
margin of the series.
Clutching an , American flag
and fighting back tears, Conner
stood in the background as the
Kiwis were handed the trophy,
signaling a shift in sailing superiority from America to a tiny
island nation deep in the South
Pacific.
Conner, a four-time America's
Cup winner, has lost the Cup

twice. in '12 years.
"If it had to leave American
shores, it couldn't have gone to a
nicer place," Conner said at the
yacht club, where he's been a
member since he was 11. "I
know they'll take good care of
it."
New Zealand has been trying
to win the America's Cup for
eight years.
"The America's Cup. I guess.
is preely dear to all the peoplt-ol
New Zealand, and they've followed it and they understand it,"
Coutis said, joking that tanners
from the South Island would send

faxes whenever tactician Brad
Butterworth made mistakes.
"Seriously, they really do follow the sport with passion, and
now that the America's Cup is
back in New Zealand, I think it'll
be a fantastic, real sporting event
that people will really get behind,
and they'll welcome the other
teams that come to particpate in
It.''
The Anicrica's Cup generally
has had a lukewarm reception by
the American public, and this
year's regatta was marred by
repeated rules changes by the
(IS.side.

•
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II Jordan...

II Sports Briefs
Mohon wins Ladies
Spring Championship
Sherry Mohon won the
championship flight (in a card
playoff) of the 1995 Ladies
Spring Championship Saturday
at Oaks Country Club.
Patsy Neal won the first
flight, Claudene Epps won the
second flight and Della Miller
won the third flight.

SHERRY MOHON

LOCAL BASEBALL

BRONCO LEAGUE
FRIDAY:
FOP 7, Pro Wash 3: (FOP) Jason Haley 2-18, Matt Morris 28,
Austin Webb 1B, 2B; Jim Hamblin lb; Dan Mathis 18. Jeremy Clark
1B; WP—Brad Harris, Jason 'Haley. (Pro Wash) Evan Duval 2-1B,
Casey Smith 1B; William Vince 28, 18; Kenny Duncan 18; Derrick
Stalls 2-1B, Marshall Welch 1B.
English Farms 7, Kopperud 3: (English Farms) Drew Henry 18,
Josh Seavers 1B, Chad Canderdy IB WP— Seavers. Henry. Justin
Maynard. (Kopperud) Brett Nance 1B, David Crittendon 18

1

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) -- Michael Moorer kept alive
his hopes for a rematch with heavyweight champion George
Foreman with a unanimous 10-round decision over Melvin
Foster on Saturday night.
The bout was a co-feature with Lennox Lewis' successful
return after losing the WBC title to Oliver McCall. Lewis,
26-1 with 22 knockouts, stopped Lionel Butler in the fifth
round. Moorer is 36-1 with 30 knockouts.
VC
[1
'
S

Calloway preps for regional
by competing at Daviess Co.

•Spurs...
FROM PAGE 6
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'Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"
Call Today! For Trial Program

A ii„1111.11

tnier,
ica

(502) 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

Jane Rogers Ins.

We give you lots of ways to
save on home insurance.

'See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

753-96.27
Wirier

\VIwn

I Ike a good neighbor.
State Farm is theta
Stale Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington, Illinois
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Lencki was third in the 300-meter
hurdles, the 3,200-meter relay
team took fifth and the 800-meter
relay team was seventh.
For the boys, the freshman
1.600-meter relay team finished
fourth.
The regional meet at Paducah
begins Thursday at 4 p.m. with
qualifying events. The finals are
Saturday, starting at 9:30 a.m.

Tae Kwon Do

ftr

i711,91 I. t"..nt..i• 21.

Moorer, Lewis successful Saturday

Magic win Games I and 3, was
2-lor 7 for II points while Anfer
nee Hardaway was 6-for-17 for
16 points
Horace Grant of the Magi.
continued his strong play against
his former team, with 21 point.
and I A rebounds.

Spin•,..Ced ilv

BOXING

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
OWENSBORO - - Calloway
County got a final tuncup for this
week's regional meet by competing in the Davicss County Invitational Saturday.
The girls team finished 10th in
the 17-team field. Individually.
Courtney McCoy was second in
the 100-meter hurdles, Brooke

"He'll he line Well be line"
Pippen added 24 points and
WI Armstrong IN for the Bul ,
e
while 0•Neal was not the on
Orlando player to have a tough
afternoon.
Nick Anderson, whose scoring
and defense on Jordan helped the

SCOREBOARD

SATURDAY:
Murray Supply 12, Steinner Appraisal 7: (Murray Supply) Kyle
Wade 2-28, 1B; Cory Smith 38, 2-1B; Taylor Houston 2B, 16;
Zachary Baker 2-18; Aaron Stephens 3-1B, Tyler Guess 2B. 1B;
Micah Rayburn 2-18; Chad Duncan 2-18; Trevor Webb 2-28, 18.
(Steinner) Matt Butterworth 2-18; Joe Ben Hendricks 2-16, Ryan'
Eaves 2B, 1B.

of

"I think that's the way to play.
If the other guys start good, it's
much easier for Michael to find
his own way and step in."
O'Neal had five of the Magic's
turnovers, including a late pass
out of a double team that Pippen
picked off, resulting in a layup by
Perdue.
After Dennis Scott's 20-footer
again pulkd Orlando within four
in the closing minutes, O'Neal
missed a short bank shot and
Kukoc hit his 3-pointer to clinch
the victory.
"If Shay makes that little bank
with a minute and a half to go,
we're only down by two and
we're in good shape," said Scott,
who scored 20 for the Magic

FROM PAGE 6
games
one in hk h I1i trws
take over or another where he
tries to spread out the storing and
shots.
On Sunday he didn't score at
all in the first yuaiter, had lO at
the half and then finished with
26, 14 fewer than in Friday's
Game 3 loss to the Magic. In that
game, he had 31 at the hall and
only nine in the second.
He was fresher at the end in
Game 4. and his ?I shots were
six fewer than his average
through the first three games.
"More of us were involved in
the game from the beginning
instead of Michael and Scottie
Pippcn," Kukoc said

PARK LEAGUE II
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day's game, Hill said he hadn't
yet made up his mind if Rodman
would start. But when the lineups
were introduced, it was Terry
Cummings at forward along with
Sean Elliott, not Rodman.
"It was a disciplinary move,"
Hill said. "I was going to use
him if we had needed him. I had
a quick discussion with the
(coaching) staff at one point in
the third quarter. We just didn't
need him. J.R. Reid played a
great game.
"We changed our coverages,
that caught them off guard a little
bit. It was like chess."
Cummings had six points and
nine- rebounds - white- Reid,- -whn
also played at Rodman's forward
spot, had all but one of his 15
points in the second half.
Rodman, meanwhile, sat and
watched. At times, it appeared he
wasn't paying much attention to
the game.
"There's a lot of things I do
that people take out of context,"
he said afterward. "I just go with
the flow. I'm not your average
basketball player that lets everything affect me.
"I do a lot of things that a lot
of players don't do on and off the
court and be looked at as I'm not
being professional. ... I'm too
much of a child.
"I just do what makes Dennis
Rodman go. It's not really hurt-ing anybody."
Hill sees the situation
differently.
"He just has to completely
become a part of our team," the
coach said. "This has been a normal existence for us all year long.
If I had $10 for every meeting I
had with Dennis Rodman this
year, I wouldn't have to coach."
When asked about Rodman's
status for Game 5, Hill said:
"We'll get on the plane and
digest what happened. Dennis
doesn't hold grudges and neither
do I. We'll re-evaluate the
situation.—
The Lakers outscored the Spurs
10-4 in the first seven minutes of
the third quarter to elose to
50-49, but got no closer.

THE
ALL NEW
DODGE STRATUS.
THEY THOUGHT OF EVERYTHING.

NOW AT PRICES THAT...BEAT EVERYTHING.
M Units Listed Include — Tilt, Cruise, Air Cond. AM/FM/Cassette,
Folding Rear Seat, Reclining Bucket Seats, Dual Air Bags Tint Glass
Dual Mirrors & Lots Of Room For 5 Adults Plus Their l uggaqe

2.0, 5 Speed
2.4, A.T.

13,999.4
MED BLUE
14,899*
SILVERFERN
14,999*
MET RED
15,7994
MED FERN
15,799*
WHITE
15,799
.°
LT IRIS
15,799*
LT ROSEWOOD 15,799*1
WHITE
16,699*1
WHITE

2.4 A.T.
2.4, A.T. POWER WINDOWS/LOCKS
2.4, A.T. POWER WINDOWS/LOCKS
2.4, U. POWER WINDOWS/LOCKS
2.4, &T. POWER WINDOWS/LOCKS
2.4, A.T. POWER WINDOWS/LOCKS
ES MODEL, ALLOY WHEELS ETC.
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Five Days A Week,
We Work Six.
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CLASSIFIED
•I

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211PIgY Ai
$6.00 Column Inch
10% Meow. and Rua.
10% Olicounf Sid Run.
441.110 &MI has MA 6 Ow Pilau
$2.00 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reszatt...Ach
JOS per word, 46.00 minimum
lit day.60 pot word pee day for
each addlitonal consecutive
day. &ZOO *aka tor Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra tot
bend box cies

TO PLACE
AN AD
ANNOUNCEMENIS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cora of Thanks
Vi Memory
Los, & Found

C10
020
025
030
040
050

FARMERS MARKET
EquiPment
UVOSIOCk & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Prockice
& Seed

'9C
370
.Y2111.-SthaLiVaLEPSEI 390
A $2.00 too WO be ricluRed mei* 400
wry changes to ad dor domains. 550

CALL 753-1916

060
070
090
130
110

EMPLOYMENT
MVO Wonted
Domestic & ChlIOCcuo
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

280
255
330
310
320
330
340
300

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots for Pent
Business Rentals
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Pent
For Rent or Lease

SERVICES

470

480
485
490
495
503
510
520

Legal
Notice

UPI
Notice

Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
A public hearing will be held by the City of Murray at City Hall on May 25, 1995, 7:30 p.m.,for
the burpose of obtaining written or oral comments regarding the proposed use of Municipal Aid
d Local Government Economic Assistance program funds for the upcoming fiscal year.
Municipal
Aid
Program

Local
Government
Economic
Assistance

Balance Carried Forward

$75,000

$8,000

Anticipated Receipts
Anticipated Interest Income

200,000

2,500

4,000

150

$279,000

$10,650

accepting
Now
employment resumes for the
position of accounting bookkeeper for a long
time Murray business. Job is full
time and offers
bennumerous
efits of insurance
and others. Computer and office
reexperience
quired. Send resume to P.O. Box
Murray,
1040A,
Ky. 42071.

JO Crass
t',; Clerk

020

The City of Murray is accepting proposals
from qualified waste management compa
mes to transfer and dispose of solid waste
received at the Murray Transfer Station
Interested bidders may obtain the necessary
to ddi ng information by contacting Charles
(..'hilcutt or Don Elias with the City of
Murray at 502, 762-0330.
Proposals to provide this service must be
submitted to the Murray City Clerk, City
Hall, 207 S 5th Street. Murray-. Kentucky
42071 lo) 4.00 p m on the 24th day of May.
1995 The City reserNes the nght to reject
any or all proposals. All proposals shall be
sealed and marked on the outside 'Solid
Waste Bid Bids will be opened at this time
and the bid price announced Decisions on
awarding the contract will be made at a later
date after esaluation by the Public Works
Committee, city staff and City Council
Proposals will be evaluated on the basis of
the firms experience, capacity, financial
strength, conformance to solid waste plan,
cost, and responsiveness to Request for
Proposals

f--Classifieds
I_Office Open
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m. Saturday

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY _
A Southern
Baptist School.

OPEN FALL

1995
(Grades K.6)
437.443

Notice
I

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree informa
ton call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
vce'
se,
' 0011

NOTICE
We have
relocated to

201 S. 12th St.
• !across from Dominos)

Murray
Employment
Agency
759-2150
Open Mon -Fri.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Anyone who unwill
expectedly
be out of the
county on ElecDay may
tion
vote now thru
May 22nd at the
Clerk's
County
Anyone
Office.
having questions
the
call
may
Clerk's Office at
753-3923 from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
MRS Teresa Psychic
Reader & advisor A true
born pyschic. gifted from
God 502 554-7904 call for
appointment

Pre-Season
Pool Passes
Now On Sale
At Murray
Calloway
County
Park Office at
8th & Payne St.
762-0325
For Information

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
We offer all your tobacco
filing wood nods.
Just Call

HIP Wood Products
,
We Con Sew You Mono)
Wits Th. boot Primo Around
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

The family of
Calvin Todd wishes
to thank everyone
for their expressions of love and respect for Calvin.
We are grateful
for the many calls,
visits,food,flowers,
cards and words of
comfort given us
during this time of
sadness.
We would like to
say a special thank
you to Blalock and
Funeral
Coleman
Horne for the sincere kindness you
have shown us, to
Hospice for the
wonderful help you
provided and to Dr.
John R. Querterrnous for the care you
gave.

May God bless
all of you.
BUS driver Four hours
daily Must have excellent
driving record and have ex CARPENTER experienced
perience working with the in framing & finishing
handicapped 759 1965
502 436-2766

7-15-95 — 9-30-95
6-20-95 — 1-16-96
7-1-95 — 2-1-96
7-4-95 — 12-16-95
75% time guarantee. all tools provided.
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area. transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing.$5.47/hr.
- setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

7-1-95 — 9-30-95
7-1-95 — 10-1-95
6-15-95 — 10-15-95
7-7-95 — 10-1-95
75% time guarantee, all tools provided.
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing.$5.47/hr.
- setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

MURRAY GUARD, INC.
Murray Guard Is now accepting applications for
full time security ofilecrs in the Murray, Ky.
area. No experience necessary. Uniforms
furnished and group medical insurance available - Minimum requirements: no criminal
record, must be at least 18 years of age, have
reliable transportation and a phone. Apply In
person Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to
4 00 p
58 Murray Guard Dr.
Jackson, TN 38905
901-668-9122
11)1 mirion,

Jobs Available
• Mechanical Engineer
• Cooks • Human Resource Mgr.
• Housekeepers • Assemblers
• Kitchen Manager • Servers
Apply In Person

Murray Employment
Agency
201 South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
•

•

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Reci .Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sate
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

410
540
560
570

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
For TrocIe
Free Column
Wonted

check theflitInsettlon of
their ach for any *not. Murray
Lodger & This.. MI be repspoilable tor only one tricotred Memnon. Any Ono(
M1OUidb• repotted Immodldefy so Corrections can b•
made.

OFFICE HOURS',
Mon.-Ftl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
• Doodling* ant 2 dors
et advericsi

IN MURRAY
Help
Wanted

Immediate opening for an energetic, motivated
individual with a congenial personality.

COMPUTER users
needed Work own hours
$20K to $50K/yr 24 Hours
714 251-3311x486

Tobacco Workers Needed

CITY OF MURRAY
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
FOR THE
TRANSFER ANDIDISPOSAL OF
SOLID WASTE

MasterCard

060

Tobacco Workers Needed

PUBLIC INSPECTION: The City's proposed budget and proposed uses of Municipal Aid and
lAr al Government Economic Assistance Program funds are available for public inspection at City
Hall during normal business hours.
Interested persons and organizations in Murray are invited to the public hearing to submit
written or oral comments on the proposed uses of Local Government Economic Assistance funds
they relate to the City's entire budget.
Any person'sitespecially senior citizens) who cannot submit written comments or attend the
public meeting. but wish to submit comments,should call City Hall at 762-0350, so the City can
make arrangements to secure their comments

753-6487

MERCHANDISE
Computers
•
For Sole or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports EquiPment
Firewood
MusrcOi
.Miscelianeous
T V &
Pets & Supplies

Card
of Thanks

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1-800 649-3804

A public hearing will be held by the City of Murray arCity Hall on May 25, 1995 at 7:40
regarding the
p m.for the purpose of obtaining written and oral comments ofcitizens
proposed annual budget.
Public Inspection: The City's proposed Fiscal Year 1996 budget is available for public
inspection at City Hall, Mayor's Office, 207 South 5th Street, during business hours
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, beginning May 22, 1995.
Interested persons and organizations in Murray, Kentucky are invited to the public
hearing to submit written and oral comments on the proposed budget.
Any person(s especially senior citizens, who cannot submit written comments or
attend the public meeting but wish to submit comments,should call the Mayor's Office
at 762-0352 by May 25, 1995 so that the City can make arrangements to secure their
comments.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

120
130
140
150
155
lop
165
170
100
195
200
210
220
240
200
380

030
Notice

BUDGET HEARING
CITY OF MURRAY
1995-1996

Total Funds Available
for Appropriation

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

020

010

010

Insurance
Exterminating
Ekieness Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

000
230
250
290
533

ADJUSTMENTS
Advatirws am requested to

DENTAL Hygentist wanted
for office in Murray. Call Dr
David Fitch 502-753-8368
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3:00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
EARN $1000-S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMATION, NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STER
LING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167, ORLANDO, FL
32814
DRIVERS, Home most
weekends, conventional
tractors with double walk in
sleepers,excellent pay with
benefits 800 262,5461
EXPERIENCED cooks
needed for morning shift
Apply in person at
Granny's, 1006 Chestnut
St
FOR delivery, set up and all
around work No phone
calls Apply at Wiggins Fur
niture, Hwy 641N, 2 miles
from Murray
IMMEDIATE opening for
head housekeeper Salary
negotiable with experience
Also part-time help needed
Apply mornings only at
Days Inn,641 S Must have
home phone
JACK of all trades prefer
retiree for apt maintenance 759-4188 between
2-3pm
LPN- FLOOR Nurse, excel
lent salary and benefits
Britthaven of Benton, Hwy
641 South, 527-3296 Drug
free workplace E0E/AAE

REQUIREMENTS
Ideal candidates should be able to work
without supervision and function efficiently
under time pressures.

RESPONSIBILITIES
• Typing & word processing
• Computerized bookkeeping
• Various secretarial and receptionist duties
Send resume with references to:
P.O. Box 1040-B
Murray, KY 42071

SENIOR
HEALTH EDUCATORS
Purchase District Health Department is seeking
applicants to establish a register to fill future
vacancies in a multi-county health department.
Beginning salary $10.73 hourly/S20.923.50 annually based on education and experience. Possible
10% increase in hourly wage during first year.
Duties include providing direct health education
services to individuals and community groups,
assisting other agencies and schools in health
education program development, developing
health education materials and methods, staff and
community-based professional development in
health education programming.
Education/Experience: Bachelors degree from a
college or university with a major in education.
health education, the social or behavioral sciences
or biological sciences. One year of experience in
health education or a closely related field. A
Master's degree in the field may substitute for the
required experience.
Applications may be obtained at any local Health
l)epartrnent or at the Purchase District Health
Department Administrative Offices, 320 N. 7th
Street, Mayfield, KY 42066,
Equal Opportunity Employer

p.

NURSING OPPORTUNITIES
Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing high quality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology, we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:

Med/Surg/Peds: RN's all shifts,
full time.

MURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting applications for teachers,
grades K-6 Call 759 1555
for application

Surgery: RN
With Experience

NIGHT cashier needed
Apply in person at Citgo,
641 N, Murray

Surgery: ORT
With Experience

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)
NURSE for new Pediatric
practice in Murray Excel
lent clinical & patient relation skills Medical office
experience strongly desired For immediate consideration fax resume to
606-224-2057
PART time desk clerk
needed for weekends
Apply mornings only at
Days Inn, 641 S

We

offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.

For more information, contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)644-8257
or apply in person at:

H IC HENRY COUNTY
MI C MEDICAL CENTER
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

Fisher-Price
In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
Starting pay rates arc $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for
8 and 4 hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rate of $8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
241 So. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
759-2150
An Equal Opposinuty Firackrisr WFMN

MURRAY
070

060

4.

TIMES

9

MONDAY. MAY 15 1.4'4,,

410

Harp
Wants.

Domestic
Childcare

PRODUCTION Personnel SAFETY advisors
needed Day shift, benefits $2150ver mo Company
after probation period, pro
will train call Mon Fri
duction pay plan Apply in 9am 1pm
only
person at Mod America 615 399 8269
Homes. Inc Hwy 641 By
pass. Benton. Ky, 42025 THE United States Depart
Mid ment of Agriculture will be
502- 527- 5006
America Homes is an Equal hiring temporary summer
workers as held assistants
Opportunity Employer
to measure Dark Fired and
RETIRED person to do Dark Air Cured tobacco
plumbing, electrical & gen
crops in the held Applicaoral repair on rental units
tions may be secured at the
part time 753 7953 CFSA Office. 201 South
Johnny Robertson Road
ROPERS Donut shop now
Applicants must be 18
accepting applications for
years of age or 1701 age it a
6a m shift Please reapply
if its been more than 60 high school graduate EEO
days since last application
TRUCK DRIVERS
1409 Main Street
NEEDED NOW! No expen
necessary C D I.
ROUTE sales If you would ence
like to earn $6 800 weekly. training available Immedi
and are willing to relocate to ate openings. $600 per
the Bowling Green, Ky or week Interviews Thursday
Nashville. Tn area, we have Call now 1 800 467 3806

LEDGER &

Will clean offices
or churches. Over
10 years experience. References
furnished.
Call
753-62'70. If no
answer,
leave
message.

Want
To Rent
DINING room set, china
hutch dry sink 759 1737
QUEEN waterbed with nice
minor headboard padded
rails $150 382 2831
ROCKER recliner excel
lent condition 753 3964 at
ter 6p m
Its

Antiques

WANTED house tor rent 3
to 5brs nice neighborhood
available July or August
753 0199
20

Apwtments
For Rent
1 2 380 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
753 1 2 5 2
days 753 0606 after Spin

Homes
For Sake
NEW rur!,,r, duplex 2br
garage wisher cuyer dis
twastnir ino rowa.e too
to list Coriverhera
entrai
uti 20 non horn
Moroi.
trod Paiiu
$5.. 5 0, J 14/!,150 no
golfed 5o 7Ji 14

•

,

tier) duplex
unit at (,•00 Northvvood
$400 mo plus utilities de
posit No pets Call
474 8440 atter Xi) m
1

3811 nice carpet &
beautiful natural wood up
stairs with 2 large bed
mourns downstairs 1 bath Ifl
large coiner lot 605 S.ra
more $450 MO 753 7 449
1538767 436 2054
ANDERSON Shows 1to
cozy arid Sel
retrigerator arid a r
5 mu 44.. 564;

V. A., A E StrarAtrrrrr
I' trn and P rOf
01)01i

TuoS,

r, 5

v•stor• icic t en

Thc.,cf

Wed In, 4; iv
.le
Sun 1prn lii 5p4,,
/
g
U pick $ I
753 0195
7affi

MOO

5'
•

t'

• "

A

ii'

A

;

••••th

in
gac

'S fr.oWly

mm

• •

Real
Ewes

Fe •

QUALITY walnut chairs
tables secretaries, bed
room suites, loveseat. di
rung MOT table & chairs,
sideboard. halltrees &
others 753 5940 for
appointment

Call 1-800-866-4588

MATTRESS CLOSE-OUT

GALLERIES

.y,

Business on
a Budget?

a
?:$A,

- km.T7-kzatesslantra-t-itnarssit

/ ALPINE.
** )0cldbrd rmacgo.

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Locaticn
$62,000
753-5561

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio
11risie

Dial-A Service

Clarion

You Can Advertise Here For
'6.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

DIAL - 753-1916

502-759-1333

CAMP

MURRAY 753-9224

'UglyDuckling

753-29(;2

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

David's Cleaning Services

STAN MEADOWS
CONSTRUCTION N74P,N--For MI Your '‘i'44 1:Vi

17 it

492-8723 numir7-A
ECONOMY METAL
CC

Commercial Waste
Disposal

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

•

INSURANCE
Lou V. mcGary

McConnell
Insurance Agency

75:1-1199

1-80o-155-4199

•!
le

$49

tie he' elt OtAleeel
14 3H7 A( Eli '. 4 r
frit1 ifin 2 bath br,(14
r
.4
north
oh
east
tEIR apt $200ano. partial
M
house "
;'•
oelioroic
Ous
utilities, near campus • E one bedroom apt P
ur
S 0r
759 419,"
759 9980 or 753 0439 ar rorrs SII40•11 hum Atl',U
riepos.t
Sr,00
Utilities
furnished
no
leave message
I WILL sit with elderly any
r
pets
12 c .
smokers no pets 5300 no)
time Call 753 4590 for
Poces I.,
ail
•• ,
11311 duplex on Hwy 280
1.1110 deposit Call for ap
information
474 8.1 • i•••••
fled
.1
energy efficient No pets
port ament Rogers ($285/mo +deposit
prises 753 5140
TAKING reservations for
SMAtt It,, brick house
summertime daycare. ages STINEWAY Grand piano 753 8848 before 9pm
NOW renting 1 to 3br apts
walking distaii(*i to MSU
5 9yrs, kids will learn first 1860s Rosewood. beauti
1BR duplex. new hra car
behind Bradley Book Co all
E itra low utilities 16793
$5000
ful
sell
offer
_
trade.
aid, CPR & lots more Call
poling. $225ario. 412 N 5th have low utilities & are
Miller rear $180 MO
436 2071 or 436 5811
Tone Shands 492 6186
St 753 2339. 753 8767. closer to MSIJ than most
753 2339 753 8 75 7
436 2054
dorms Walk to class with 436 2054
WILL do any kind of house
190
the opportunity for you
no parking worries Better
VEGAN Metal Fabricators. cleaning needed Reason
1811 furnished apt
Farm
Schwan's Sales Enter
general laborers, mig wel- able rates and references
350
$200(no plus deposit. no hurry they won I last long
Equipment
-prises can offer paid train
753 2139 Of 753 8767
ders Apply in person
available Call 247 5699
For Rent
pets Hwy 121 at the fair
ing. paid vacation, insur- 502 328-6991 call for Tuna
2 ROW tobacco setter
Or Leese
grounds 753 3139
•
NUW
k
t.
ppli.
is
alien
ance, profit sharing, and directions
1973 Dodge grain truck
tun 5,irctiorirthe rent hour;
CHEEKVIEW Sell storage
incentives Must be at least
11311 low utilities. refer
Call after 5pm 753 7845
100
A;1.1y ni persori at
warehouses on Center
21 years old and have a WAITRESS, dancers
°noes & deposit required.
Business
thniae
Soo
No till wheat or bean drill. no pets
Marion 905 Drive behind Shone,'
good dr ivingiemployment wanted Doll House Cafe
SIBS/in°
Opportunity
Ilto id 'it E xterided be
14ft 489 2392
520 $soimo 759 4081
record Interested? Call Paris, TN 901-62 4297
753 3949
11:1
RAMI 2nvori
01
No
1 800 233 1632 between
FOR rent 32 *28 shop or
1F114
.
nice.
near
MSU
ptiorie
(
WAITRES
S-ES and
TAY F a ioin..111 0 •
200
9 5.
Mon Fri
or
"4
storage 753 3447 icy 04
Available now Coleman 11(.11ising I, 5;.,ortutute
dancers for Club Treasures
1:01
502 759 9701 EOE
, 11f Oirr.1•,
Sports
PAY PHONE
East
RE
753
9898
of Martin, TN, excellent
1U.
110,14/
1
Equipment
_
ROUTE
SMAI
2br appliances. NOW renting , Eastside /53‘
SHIRT unit operators and earning potential, $500 +
../.40./
2tor
1
OR
apls
near
down
GUNS
buy, sell or trade
w d. rio pets. $225•"mo
Call David
laundry personnel Full weekly
Boat & Mini Storage Cali
50 Local
town Murray 753 4109
436 5650
489 2741
tane, regular hours.weth op 901 588 1442
now to reserve your spar 4!
Established Sites
1
ROOM
efficiency.
very
portunity for over titne,
759 9835 or 753 0834
Lots
VERY spar IOUS 210 2 bath
WAITRESS wanted days
Earn $1500 wkly
210
near MSU. partial utilities
competitive wages Apply only Hungry
For Saki
duplex appliaticris furn
Bear Restaur
STORAGE
trailer
for
rent
Open 24 his
furnished Available now
'He hen:tort
in person at Boone Clean ant
'
island wd hook up. central 753 7888
Apply in person
Firewood
Coleman RE, 753 9898
.
,
ers. 605 Main St
gas heat. $525 mo 1 mo
• e
A FIREWOOD for sale
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614_ deposit. years lease. no WANT to lease dark fired
437 4667
pets
751 2905 or tobacco base 492 8159
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room 753 7536
SEALY
POSTUREPEDIC
FAMILY business Busi
& bathroom facilities Walk
22°
ness for immediate sale in
SIMMONS
BEAUTYREST
Livestock
to MSU Coleman riF
340
Murray area Income to
OTHER MAJOR BRANDS
753 9898
& Supplies
Houses
Musical
$61.000 sell for $14.000 For Rent
cash Serious inquiries
BULLS and tielters
2BR 1 bath near hospital,
only Call 1 800 779 5650 BRAND new Bently ac
NI( F.i
r
manice testrid Simmoirita
appliances furnished. wld 71311 1 bath house for rent
cousbc guitar with case
Misty Pilo ,t
hookup. some utilities in
Newly decorated electric and Maine
Anicit
MOSTLY FULL SIZE SETS
$200 759 3117
heat. stove & refrigerator Crossbred service agr (Xaks r.,•runti mi
cluded, $325imo. no pets
15 YEAR WARRANTY
bulls arid heifers Only top 751 1.‘ 1.1
furnished, $30Ormo 1
753 3991
Local Vending Route
240
performance anneals of
month deposit, no pets
For Sala. Gain finan2811. 2 bath duplex. gar
fered for sale All animals
75.3 2905 or 753 7536
cial freedom quickly.
ODWFTWS
at'" 1,i•13
4. 4
age, central gas heat. orin
Miscellaneous
health tested and guaran
New wave snack &
tojo
;)
b''.'
4
!
;'
(
Val air $450/mo Coleman 2811 brick on 15th st Car
teed Sneth Broadbent
WANTED People to buy RE 753 9898
$1
sods machines. Call
str I toe
port. fully furnished. 2br Farms.
Hwy
Day
N
Ky.
bargins on many kinds of
1; •
now, 1-800-350-VEND.
suites couch coffee table (502)235 5182 night 415 4'.4P,
building Materials, bring 2911 apartment for rent No & end tabliis table lamps
5170
(502)235
Near campus
truck
Paschall pets
25" color tv mec limier, micro
Salvage Hwy 641, '4 mile 753 5980
wave deep freeze, stove,
Farms
110
south of Hazel 901 498
21311 apt. 908 Hillwood on . new refrigerator. washer &
Fc.ir Sale
Want
8964
dryer. rim my sot Absoltitly
$285,rrio 759 4406
Pets
To Buy
34 A(,. 70
-no pet)$450 nibo $450 de
& Supplies
hc'r,nirJ I'
260
21311 duplex, townhouse. posit. 1yr lease 753 7473
ANTIQUES by the piece o
house it.:
AKC Gf.tf f Ttrif I ritirippard ex
T.V.
triplex. house. appliances
collections 753 9433 day
1141 1
bath 316 N 6th, cellent background
C;•,!, !!
Radio
furnished Rent varies
or night
Ruh —this 2x2 consistency ad in
$45nirrio.
& deposit
tate 751 •••lio18
healthy, free obediarice
$350
Call
430
753
121;6
2r
ZENITH
N
&
vcr.
Sony
762 4483 8 4pm
Classifieds every day, including
CASH paid for good, used
cluded 502 436 2858
for more details
_
stereo complete, both lyr
rifles, shotguns, and pis
the Shopper, for $175 a month
450
brick
bath
2
house
obedience classes or
DOG
Days Sam 4pm 2811 duplex HI Northwood
tols Benson Sporting old
Hornet
(paid in advance)
If,
r 53 Ryan
central
ha
private Serving Murray 14
759 4406
Goods. 519 S 121h, 753-2061
For Salo
quiet neighborhood '
Rate Effective AprIl 1, 1995
oar; CO, ',"irrt,a
Murray
2B11 duplex, appliances $600 rnp .yr lease & der)
1 !r•f t!I I gmxr
270
Call 753-1916 tot' details.
furnished.
gas heat. deck. sit 753 6474
USED 250 or 500 gallon
It.,. t • .1 !A'••••
Mobile
wid hook uP, like new
propane tank
Call
'.1.• It r.r
,r.r , d‘r "
Homes For Sale
3(311 brick in Murray
436 5725
759 9752
$400•mo lease & deposit.
12x65 MOBILE home 2br
te,4'
.6 leave
2811 duplex Reasonable nc3 pets 759 482
WANT to buy nice used gas
1 mile from campus
message, available June
rent
and
utilities
9621
753
grill Call 759 2599
L YNN ;rove Ii Pico. Ben
759 1616
_
.
3811 2 hart. l.oie,
ries, riow opeo 1 7110,.'rat
21311 Embassy Apartments,
Gart.Ort
14X70 21311. 1 o bath mo
5BE3
1
bath
(2)
o
Si
bath'c.
closed
.nria
,
yr;
ovetral gas heat, available
753 1941
bile honie on 80X180 lot
fron Pioneer orrini
now $300'mo Coleman, gas heat, stove & refrigera
150
Underpinned central heat'
tor
$4951tio
furnished,
38E1 duple,
plus South U pr_k
RE. 753 9898
Articles
air, porch arid covered pa
deposit 753 9876
753 5114
defer, $1 25,-,1 ;144",'4
For Sale
bo Close to school arid 21311 townhouse on Diu
town
Good
condition
guid Centralit'A Available 41111111111111111
1981 SUBARU 4sp, V8
11111111111,
now $325/mo Coleman
Ford automatic, V. ton 753 5592 after 5p in
RE 7,53 9898
4=44 re Allis ILA CO II 4=1
truck, 390 engine Call 2BR 2 baths newly decor
759 0971 leave message if ated, partially furnished
2811 upstairs apt 1134 S
not home
nice big lot o mile from Ky
13th St , deposit & lease
no pets 753 6001 leave
2 STEEL safes at Horton Lake with boat ramp
Dixieland Center
message
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w 474 8898
753-0113
x 25D. 74H x 36W x 31D
BUY from our huge 'even
41311 2 bath like new cm
burglar resistance.. TL rat
tory or custom order your tral ha appliances 8 lawn
ing 753 5980
new hornel Our pledge, if mairiteriarice turn,- hed
2x4x8 $1/ea Cultured you compare construction. 5540-mo Cole/Trio RE
insulation, options and set 753 9898
marble sinks cheap
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Fiberglass as low as up, you will find that Dinkins COMPLETELY forc.shed
Hrs. Mon.-FrL 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
$2/sheet & up Paschall will have your best housing 2br apt on lake.
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
no pets
Salvage Hwy 641, -4 mile value' Dinkins Mobile $250.mo plus
$15(
Anytime By Appointment
t
Homes Inc. Hwy 79E
south of Hazel 901 498
Sit 436 2402
Paris, TN 1 800 642 4891
8964
coNoomiNium for ieasti
NEW spring & summer
BOGARD Trucking and Ex
low utilities. 3br 2 0.ie• w••
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
cavating. Inc We haul top hours 8 to 8 Mon the Fri 8 garage 753 3291
(..;FT3TIC TANK CIA ANIN(.
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white to 6 Sat. 1 to 6 Sun Shop
Complete Indoor display for your prirock, rip rap Mon,Fri where the big selections COUNTRY living, eft
vacy and year around convenience.
and bargins are Dirikiris'' ciency apt extra clean ap
8 4pm. 753 2446
Mobile Homes Inc Hwy pliances burnish aid lease &
Budding Needs
Fiberglass panels $2/ea 79E , parts. TN
deposit required no pets
and up A sheet 4x4 panel 1 800 642 4891
436 5401
Amanca's Second Car
15 Years Experience I it 1,1!
ing $6 A sheet pretty color.
I)r. Mary Itropringini.
while it lasts Paschall NO equity 1995 mobile EXTRA nice 2br duplex
Free Estimate Call
rof
Chiropractor
Salvage Hwy 641, '4 mile home, already set up in with carport' gas heat ap
park, 16x80, 3br 2 bath
pliances, no pets deposit 8
'It II In it a ii ntitirittif ui
south of Hazel 901 498
RENT-A -CAR
502)759 2454
lease 1817 Ridgewood
8964
Leave Message
locations Coast to Coast
$425" 753 7457
MICROWAVE oven. Ra280
FURNISHED or unfurn
leigh Accufit exercise bike
Mobile
r•IN rnr
'shed 1 or 2br apts No pets
Call after 5pm 753-7845.
Insured
Homes For Rent
S
Completely Mobile
•-• •
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Zimmerman
Apts
NEW metal siding & roof, 28R mobile home, C ha
753 6609
C. F ",r
'
Office: 753-6910
mg Cover 36- cut to length water furnished $275/mo
112 So. 12th
*We
Specialize
in
L
G
Rental
&
Cleaning'
Property
colors,
galvanized
in
an
10
1-800-THE-DUCK
Coleman RE. 753 9898
Murray, KY 42071
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
nounces openings at
and galvalume Secondary
Lowest Rates in Town
on large private lot 7mi Sherry Lane Apts near
2B8
if available Portable carDavid Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
port kits 489 2722 or East of Murray Linzy Mc-u- LI These attractive two
Beane resident 753 2582 bedroom units lease for
489-2724
$440 & will be ready to(
REFRIGERATOR Hot SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
June move in Grey's Prop
electric
or
Walking
gas
chs
Point, white, no frost. 14 2
ernes is taking applications
Cu ft only $85 Freezer, tante to college 753 5209 Call 759 2001
apartment size $85 Tires
210
General Radial set of four.
1-81)0 .iS5-00.
33
Mobile
II you are mirk,- age 65 and qualify for
good tread $20 Phone
.4
KENTUCKY
Lake
Lake
Pairt
tr . 1 0
1
Home Lots For Rent
753 1225 or 759 1685
MEDICARE due to disability WV ofh't
land Westly Village 1 br
••••••
-.everal Medicare Supplement Policies.
KTN CARPET CLEANING
SPECIAL price on metal for NEW park. newer model apartment, utilities in
homes
only
Concrete
cluded.
rent based on in
30X50 shed with 10ft
All Medicare Supplement Policies
Carpet • Upholstery
drives & walks Trash pick
come 55 & older handicap
sides Brown with tan trim
re now standardized into 10 plans
1 (800) 642-7740
CCU 114 I)oIrs
& disabled Equal Housing
galvalume roof Screws up & city water $100 mo
f'i'ring different levels of benefits. We
492 8488
Opportunity
incl 20 yr warranty on all
Lhal the 800 number first When
c:in write 7 of the plans on an -alino-1
wrap. ctual Ri s.""r.44 ;ler r
Call Economy Metal & NORTHWIND Mobile 502 354 8888
Caylor
you hear a recorded message
guaranteed issue- and the policies will
Supply (502)489 2722
Moor Harr Dre,c 4 v. ,
P:roie
Access
Code
85
entero1
the
/
4
Home Park 753 9866
LARGE duplex apt central
Ile issued at the lowest available pre hill Itunhar at \orth
ha, all gas ava•lable May
STORM windows, different
'MUM
15th Nice area $375 mo
•
1.!Ohis
sizes. $10/ea 1989 Chev
no pets lease & deposit
We represent 7 A.M. Best A. or A,
t
Cavalier. good condition
759 1687
Tared comparlics to give you the best
14• ',aye •
$4500 753-4902
DOWNTOWN'tilfice spacc MUR CAL Apirtments novv
I ossible rates and service.
l's,.-. •
In
Masfield calling area: (117
available across frorn accepting applications for
Ple;ise give us a call for it rate quote.
I ()rig Dist:ince call:
1 2 and 3br apartments
courthouse $95'mo includ
155
%II DI( ,1IZI
ing all utilities 753 1266
Phone 759 4984 Equal
—4
Housing Opportur
IMINI
Sl
OrFICE Of business 1000 _
Appliances
!, r iri
I , lb..
sq ft Available June 1 308 MURRAY Mario' A, ni
MAYTAG wid $600
N 12tti next to Faye s
Merits row accept.,ig appli
Amana 18 cu ft rettigers
; pri; I!
905 S)eamore, MUrray, KY
753 9212
catioris for I 2br apart
•
IV with ice rflairOf $500
merits Apply ell person
FIE TAIL or Office Space in
Both top of line 2,1 yrs old
101.111 4pre 141 I, Fri
753-7890 m .4.111
S Sale Stropping Center
r
753,2'083 obo
14•
7.51 4509 or 751 661.'
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced references Call
Linda 759 9553

,
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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530
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Sondem
Offered

Services
011orerl

Services
Of

&swim
Wired

CHIM Chim Chimney
Swoops has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

ROCKY Colson home re
pair, plumbing roohng Sid
ing & additions All type
home 8. mobile home repair Free estimates
474-2307

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with tut
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-5484

YARD mowing, free estimates 753-6344

Used
Cars
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming landscap
ing. mulching & mulch haul
ing, gutter cleaning Clean
1984 BUICK Regal runs up junk, garbage Odd jobs
but needs work, $550 also Al househld moving
753-9631 after 5pm
Free estimates Tim Lamb
1985 TOYOTA Corolla 5sp. 436-5744.
manual transmission, 4dr, A-1 Tree professionals
air, high mileage, good Stump removal, tree spraybody, runs great. $1,500 ing, serving Murray, CalloCall after 5pm 753 9013
way County since 1980
1986 CHEV Caprice, 1992 Free estimates 436-2247
Chev pick up ailverado,3, or 492-8737
both good condition
A and A Lamb's lawn mow753-1977
ing, light hauling, tree trim1986 PONTIAC Trans Am, ming, Mark. 436-2528
red & gray. t-tops. TPI 305,
ALL around hauling, mowauto. at power. 61,XXX
tree work, junk clean
ing,
miles, mint condition,
up. cleaning out gutters.
$5,900 753-8848 or
Joe 436-2867
753-3513
ALL around clean-ups
1988 T-BIRD. V6 loaded
Tree trimming, removal and
64xxx miles, one owner
hauling. Landscaping
garage kept $5295
clean-up, trimming and
759-7457
mulching. Call 492-8254.
1989 FIREBIRD black.
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur;
great shape, must sell
niture repair & custom
$4200 Call 436-2672
woodworking. 753-8056.
1992 TOYOTA Paseo red,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
tape deck and CD player,
Factory trained by 3 major
55,XXX miles. $8,900 manufacturers. All work
759-1992
and parts warranted. Ask
1992 Z-34 LUMINA black, for Andy at The Appliance
excellent condition, one Works, 753-2455.
owner. 31.XXX miies Days APPLIANCE SERVICE
753-3571. nights Kenmore, Westinghouse,
759-1004
Whirlpool 30+ years ex-

• 1980 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit Fair condition, runs
good $500 435 4578

1994 GRAND Am red with
gray' black interior. amItm
cassette, cruise, driver side
air bag. ABS. 30.XXX+
miles Call 489-2524 after
4pm

BOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848
ARRONS Handyman Co.
remodeling and repairs,
odd Jobs, screen porches,
decks, electrical etc
474-8534

,195
Vans
1985 BLUE Chevy raised
roof Gladiator conversion
van, with lots of extras,
local, one owner, make offer Call Bill Kopperud
753-1222 day, 753-6620
evening
1987 TOYOTA LE mini
van high mileage, excellent condition $3000 firm.
502-489-2894.

ASPHALT driveway. sealing, free estimates
753 2279

Used
Trucks
1972 CHEV custom deluxe, 350 auto. pis, pib,
sharp, $3.500 759-9711
before 8pm
1979 i _TON Chevy
pickJp Good work truck
Motor and trans good New
fires $800 489-2131

CUSTOM bulldozmg and
bacishoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tilling & small
bush hogging 489-2995
DAVID'S cleaning services. We clean vinyl, brick.
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V 759-4734.
D & D lawn care, free estimates 489-2296
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
HANDY man Plumbing,
painting, wallpaper, tree &
carpentry work. Call Ken
474-2131
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560
LAMB Brothers Tree Service 502-436-5744
LAMB'S tree timming
436-2269 Paul
LAWN care, mowing & trimming 436-2528

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations
etc 759-4664

LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
houses, mobile homes.
brick & vinyl, buildings.
R V 's, sidewalks, tree estimates (502)753-6490

BUSHHOGGING gardens,
plowed disked, driveways
graded 437-4030
CAMCORDER repair &
microwave repair Wood
VCR Service Center
753-0530
CARPET cleaning, home
or business with Kirby dry
foam, stain guard shampoo 492-8238
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CARROLL'S Custom garden tilling, grader blade
work, bush hogging lots,
free
estimates
502 492 8622

520

PAINTING int ext all
types of home repair, free
estimates Call anytime
436-5032

RILEY Remodeling & Construction. Garages, additions, porches, decks, roofing, vinyl siding & trim, replacement windows
Owner Jerry Riley Phone
.
502-489-2907

To kip you pia. your New Bitches or Bathroom

Call 753-6869
for tree quote or consulting.

•

HOROSCOPES
iFor your personalized daily Jeane- Dixon horoscope, based on your own
of birth. call 1-900-9){8-77)04. Your phone company will bill vou 99
cents a minute.)

,date

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT STAR OF YOLK LIFE:
Nothing will stand between you and
success if you continue to be your
usual loving and clearheaded self.
Concentrate on straightening out a
family matter while you have the
time. Advanced technology is about
to increase both your workload and.
income. Any financial worries will
soon he a ,thing ()I the past! The
business outlook is particularly rosy
for the selremploved.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Pierce Brosnan.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

1

01

a:N
'
s
-1,•

• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
40a Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Broad)

753-5940

i
•

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail
Call (502) 759-1820
615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Halt block down S. 3rd on east Sycamore

,,
044, service \010N1Broth,,,

Tree Tnmming

Free Estrates

Tree Remov4

24 NOV SarrCil

LandscAdicg

YtdMowrg
Hedge TremIng

Tree Se.rvie c'"se"'
Light Hauling, Etc

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-8004484262

Members of the Murray State University Student Wildlife Society recently won
first place In the Wildlife Quiz Bowl at the Southeastern Wildlife Conceive at
North Carolina State University. Members of the winning team are (from left)
Bridgett Jackson, Puxico, Mo.; Shannon Sepulveda, Bowling Green, Ky.;
Julie Arlington, Vienna, IU.; Anthony Trimboll, Mishawaka, Ind.; and Mike
DiErino, Louisville.

MSU students capture
first place in quiz bowl
A group of Murray State University students recently won first place
in a wildlife quiz bowl while competing against schools such as Auburn University, University of
Florida, Clemson University, University of Tennessee and Mississippi State.
The MSU undergraduate students competed against 12 other
schools at the Southeastern Wildlife
Conclave at North Carolina State
University. Murray State had finished in third place for the past two

superstar Janet Jackson. tenni.. star
Gabriela Sabatini. gymnast Olga
Korbut.
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: A
telephone call or letter sheds new
light on an old pui/le. You need to
C wand your social horizons and be
seen in the heat places. Go ahead
and accept a last-nunute ills ItatHin.
TAURUS 'April 211-•1ay 201:
day brings wonderful opportunities for people of all ages Sk ho are
'A tiling to work hard. Romancy
looks like smooth sailing. Ayoid
rockmg the box with new demands.
i.N4av- 21 -June-- (:Sorneime could make a power play
today. Be careful not to lead with
your chin. Joint financial holdings
(mine under close scrutiny. A hold
individual enli‘ens romance
CANCER tlune 21 -July 221: An
excellent day fug finalizing business
deals and signing contracts Assume
a leadership role. Otherill he
happy to follow. in your fougsters.
LEO 4 hit\
.\ great
Pure base
day tor making mime
something you know you Lau Nell al
prof it. An unusual version It sitna
lion go,e• ‘ou fresh insights and a
new goal talk with a well joimect
ed friend.
•IRGO (A-ug 21 Sept .22-o.
and c‘periemes
\CV' ol'llortuhdles .
harm and personal
aho mod'

magnetism make a big impression
on an attractive member of the
opposite sex. Count on this person's
getting a vote of confidence from
your close kin.
LIBRA (Sept: 23-Oct. 22): Not a
good day to invest or sell. Family
solidarity reaches an all-time high.
An elderly person would love to
hear -from vou. Call Or. better still.

a plane! Romance deepens.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

hop

Tackle a major project during the
caul\ morning when you are fresh
and alert. Creamie endeavors enjoy
highly favorable influence. To keep
spending down. lei others pay their
way in social and business situations.
SAGITTARIUS (Noy. 22-Dec.
21): An unusual opportunity giYes
you a more positive attitude toward
the future. Be willing to learn new
skills. A relatice or friend provides
yaluable inside information, helping
you negotiate a profitable real estate
deal.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
1)):
the unexpected. Show
kindness and concern fOr a Whine
*.f *-Yr-Ofkefw ho - having prubems. Someone with spec:Rill/ed
kluityledge otters to help out in ark
emergency. Accept with gratitude:
later. return the fay or.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2(1-Feb.
A change of residence or other
domestic adjustment is 'featured
todaY. Concentrate on rinitine tasks
it !.01.11- co-workers seem uncoopera111 aCt on
-Mb .f leiident
tiye. (
impulse A logical approach V1 ill
s%ork muL11 better
PISCES Feb. 19-Mark.h .2111:
You will be happiest today vs hen in
I ie ...ompari!. of Ituise knit under the
‘‘,Uefor earth sign. rut !.our trust in
someone %kilo handles a del it .1111: sit •
U•111011 55 Ilk W11'011\11% Mal (1lphHihl

Share u 101
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years, according to adviser Dr.
Steve White, assistant professor in
the department of biological sciences.
Students were quizzed on topics
including wildlife, fishery, forestry,
genetics, anatomy and general
biology.
The Murray team spent their
spring semester break in March on
the study trip to Florida, where they
visited wildlife parks. Among the
parks they visited was the Everglades National Park.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

GUITAR: Brent Mason
KEYBOARD. Matt Rollings
SPECIALTY INSTRUMENT Terry McMillan (harmonica)
STEEL GUITAR: Paul Franklin
PIONEER AWARD: Loretta Lynn
JIM REEVES MEMORIAL AWARD: Garth Brooks

RIDAS Machine Quilting,
choice of patterns Phone
502-759-2479, Murray, Ky

Free Pickup and Delivery Within Cay Limits

BOAT for sale or trade
17F T Runabout with trailer
• Muroury cruiser inboard/
outboard motor needs
work $1200 Call 759 1693
after 7pm

traded far inland."
"But most reenactors around here
concentrate on the 1750s and after,
Wester added."So the late 1600s are
a little daunting for them."
That problem is one reason why
the dates for this reenactment have
been extended this year. "Also, it
makes sense as a historic period,"
Wester said. "French settlement in
the Mississippi Valley started after
1717, so the Exploration period
really went from 1673 to 1717 in
this area."
Wester said that the Explorers
reenactment is still a small event,
one that the research center is still
trying to build up.
"Ideally, we'll either find a reenactment unit interested in adopting
us as a site, or form the nucleus of
our own period unit," Wester said.
The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center is open from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily. Anyone interested in the
Explorers reenactment or other center programs may call (502) 3353681.

DISC JOCKEY: Gerry House of WSIX Nashville
NIGHTCLUB: Billy Bob's in Ft. Worth, Texas
BASS: Glenn Wort
DRUMS: Eddie (layers
FIDDLE: Mark O'Connor

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255

FT Alumacraft 25hp
14
Johnson with trailer
436 2758

1988 BAYLINER Ford 4cyl
OMC 1984 CHEVETTE
753 0410

CLASSIFIED

Winners of 30th annual Academy of Country Music Awards:
ENTERTAINER: Reba McEntire
ALBUM:"Not a Moment Too Soon," Tim McGraw.
SONG: "I Swear," John Michael Montgomery.
SINGLE RECORD: "I Swear." John Michael Montgomery
MALE SINGER: Alan Jackson
FEMALE SINGER: Reba McEntire
GROUP: The Mavericks
DUET: Brooks & Dunn
NEW MALE SINGER: Tim McGraw
NEW FEMALE SINGER: Chely Wright
NEW GROUP OR DUET: The Mavericks
VIDEO: "The Red Strokes." Garth Brooks.
RADIO STATION: Nashville's WSIX

NICHOL'S lawn & yard
care Mowing, trimming,
fertilizing, haul debris & refuse 759-9577

We hand wash & wax plus complete
clean-up on auto's, trucks and vans

1984 SHASTA by Coach
man class C motor home
24 Onan generator micro
wave air sleeps 6 46 XXX
miles 498 8312 after
4 30pm

MEDIUM size adult dog. To
a goqd home in the country
753-7202

By The Associated Press

MULCH, delivered Murray
area. 436-5560

Boats
& Motors

1984 15FT GLASSTREAM
bass boat with 75hp Mer
• cury motor $2 800
753 0142

FREE to good home, 4
beautiful kittens, 3 calico, 1
grey & white 436-2417

CMA Award Winners

MOODY'S mower repair,
pick up and delivery
753-5668

A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms

Campers

32 FOOT Holiday camper
$3000 Serious Inquires
only 562 759 4414

The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center is looking for a few good
explorers - 171h-century explorers, that is.
According to Dr. Kit Wester,
director of the center, Wickliffe
Mounds will host its third annual
River Explorers Reenactment on
May 27 and 28.
"We are commemorating the first
explorations of the Mississippi, between about 1670 and 1717," Wester explained. Costumed reenactors will demonstrate artifacts and
activities of the period. Wester said
that the late seventeenth century is
unusual for reenactors in this area,
and that participants are hard to
find.
"It's a natural period to reenact,
though," Wester said. "The French
explorers went right past our doorstep along the Mississippi after
1673. The British traders were
among the Chickasaw by 1700.
Spanish soldiers and settlers were
on the Gulf of Mexico,and Spanish
trade goods could easily have been

MARC'S lawn service.
753-6226, 753-4168.

All Types Of:

29 A;RSTREAM rear bath
new interior all systems
road ready
work
753 0114

Fro.
&kraut

Wickliffe to host reenactment

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

M & M Remodeling
Service

Si.

1989 37FT Kountry Aire
5th wir,eei RV $25000
3'4 379 2723 after 5pm

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ROOFING and painting
Service, Center, cleaninginterior- exterior etc 25yrs servicing $15, most repairs
experience, 10% discount $35 Free estimates Route
senior citizens 474-0107
1, Almo. Open 9-12. 1-5,
Mon -Fri ; 753-0530
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co THE-Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
753-6433
of colors Licensed, inWINDOW & door repair & sured Estimate available
759-4690
replacement 759-1799
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1987 MAZDA P V B-2000,
like new, $4500 obo Call
436 5892

1991 GMC S-15 JIMMY
4x4 2dr all power, at. ac
V 6 56.XXX miles. new
tires $13900 753-8848 or
753 3513

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754

mowed
LAWNS
(502)759-3133

1987 FORD F 350 crew
cab 460 engine automatic air new tires, matching
topper tow pkg • running
boards excellent condition
$10250 5024928425

1991 CHEVROLET extended cab V 8. red Too
many extras to list 82.XXX
Hwy mileS
Asking
$11 900 489 2239

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436 5560

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
ment 759-1515

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
1989 FORD Aerostar van, systems R H Nesbitt, ConV-6. auto, air. pis, pib, struction Phone 492-8516,
cruise am/fm tape. pager 762-7221
110.XXX miles. $4.150 BOB'S Plumbing Service
436-5610
Installation and repair, all
CHEV mini- bus. 1982 work guaranteed
model, duel wheels, handi- 753-1134 or 436-5832

cap equipped, atc. power,
350 gasoline engine, rebuilt
engine & transmission.
Maintenance record available Best offer Bus #2
may be inspected at the
Transit Office, 607 Popular
Street, Murray, KY The
Transit Authority has the
right ro reject any and all
offers

COOKSEY S Plumbing
service 436-2667

560

heart lead, Roth decided to lead
dummy's first-bid suit, spades. Not
only that, hut he made the unorthodox lead of the queen instead of the

West, dealer.
North-South vulnerable.

Nolan
+8
V A.1 53
• A.1 7 4 2
4K 32.

deuce!
This turned out to he exception-

WEST
+ A .1 9 5 4
Q64
•Q 10 8 3

EAST
4Q72
v K 10 8 7
•5

▪Q

+108764

SOUTH
•K 1063
IP 9 2
• K 96
+ J 95
The bidding: West

North

East

South

2 NT
Pass
Dble
Pass
3 NT
Qpening lead -five of spades.
1 4.

This deal occurred in the match
between Venezuela and North
America in the 1967 World Team
Championship.
At the first table. the North
American pair got to three notrump
after West made a light opening bid
of one spade. The Venezuelan West
led a spade. Declarer won with the
king and easily made three notrump,
finishing with four club t ricks,three
diamonds, a heart and a spade.
At the second table, the play took
a spectacular turn after the bidding
went:
South
North East
West
1
l'ass
1•
Pass
Pass
3.
2•
Pass

ally effective. Declarer naturally
thought Roth had the jack of spades
to back up the queen,so he ducked in
dummy.
Roth then continued with the
eight, the ten losing (surprisingly,
from declarers viewpoint) to the

jack. When West, Bill Root, shifted
to a lo* heart, declarer confidently
followed low,thinking that East had
started with a doubleton spade and
therefore would not have another
spade to lead.
But Roth won the heart return
with the ten and produced still another spade-the deuce-a card he
supposedly couldn't have. So Root
was able to cash three more spade
tricks and the unfortunate Venezuelan declarer went down two for
minus 200, giving the North American team an 800-point gain on the
deal.

ASA AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable( ars
•

Call Ls I or Rates

Holland Motor Sales

3 NT
Pass
Here North became declarer,
placing the U.S East, Al Roth, on
lead. Rejecting the normal-looking

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

Ni-t

UPS

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Insurance
Owners
Home

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

753-0489

600 Main St.
0
,
,..ws, 70.1w41.,....-ft.

10.7.110410,00%.110,

11-3 $5.9 %00,
---i-UNDAY BUFFET
if,e---.
(
Buy one
one free!! (p

get
Wednesday-Senior's night!
95 ,
5.9
Thursday Night-Ali You Can Eat' Popcorn Shrimp .8
Friday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
Choosing a doctor needn't be a
the risk ot developing inflammation oh
daunting task, as long as patients
the pancreas. uith resulting abdomi
realiie that a doctyr is a resource to
nal pain and digesti.e disturbances
DEAR DR GOTT What are elevat
help them It the -chemistry- of the
prescription
individuals.
such
In
ed triglycerides and how can they be
physician patient relation isn't right.
ma be net'
Lopid
as
such
drugs
'
avoided.
it makes sense to me to move on and
essary to reduce the triglyceride level
DEAR READER Cholesterol and
To give you more ottirn iat n in I am interview other doctors until patients
triglycerides are the two main classes sending
yloi a tree copyiii my Health find a practitioner with whom they are
44 blood fats
Report "Eating Right for a Healthy comfortable
The former, when elevated. is asso
The doctor patient relation isn't a
Heart Other readers who %fluid like
ciated with heart attacks and other a copy should send S2 plus a long malt
marriage tor better or for worse
cardiovascular disorders
Rather. it should be for the better.
addressed. stamped envelope to I' it
The latter appears to be less impor
Box 2433. New York. NY 10163 Be specifically. for the betterment of the
patient
tant in causing disease The normal sure to mention the title
Thank you tor writing.
level should not exceed 150 milDEAR DR GOTT. For years l.t.
\ sl'%Mk ENTERPRISE ASSN
ligrams per deciliter Increased thought of writing to tell you how
by
caused
often
are
col
triglycerides
much 1 have learned from your
chronic alcohol consumption. diabetes umn and from your book -No House
and renal disease Certain medicines. Calls.- I've suffered trom hyperten
DR. GOTT
such as birth control pills, can sion for five years and until now have
increase triglycerides.
not had a satisfactory doctor relation
In most people with an excess 01 ship Thanks to your advice. I
PETER
this fat. the level can be'lowered by changed physicians and an) Ver sat
merely reducing dietary fat Related 'stied lie's kind. compassomate. and
GOTT, M D
health problems, such as diabetes. has really. helped me Thank you Mr
must be addressed Medication may the reconuntandation
DEAR READER It's always nice to
have to be changed.
Some patients with extremely high receive compliments I am glad I
triglycerides (above 5011 mg (11.1 run could help you

II) Peter H. Coll,

tilt
eft)

Ike

or

DAILY COMICS

compete in the State Tournament
Ten years ago
A total of 20 indictments were at Fort Knox. Team members
handed down May 13 by the include Gary Sullivan, Lee StewGrand Jury of May term of Callo- art, Tim Philpot, Howard Boone
and Lynn Sullivan with Ty Holway County Circuit Court.
Pictured is Dr. Gerald Loren land as coach.
Mr. and Mrs. I.D. Brandon are
Welker, director of bands at MurMay 15, observing their
today.
ray State University, as he conducted the MSU Wind Ensemble 50th wedding anniversary.
Births reported include a girl to
at MSU graduation on May 11.
and Mrs. Ray Henderson,
Mr.
Staff
by
PhotograThe photo was
April 4; a girl to James Pat Scott
pher David Tuck.
Steven J. Payne, son of James and Deena Scott, April 8; a boy
R. and Agnes Payne, graduated to Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Overby,
April 11.
from University of Louisville
Thirty years ago
Medical School on May 11. He
A record 2,104 long distance
will interne at Methodist Hospicalls were made here on Mothers'
tal, Nashville, Tenn.
a
Births reported include girl to Day, May 9, according to R.K.
Sgt. Thomas 0. Jones and Stacy Carpenter, manager of local
office of Southern Bell TeleSmith Jones, April 11.
phone Company.
Twenty _fears ago
Ninety-two seniors will receive
Groundbreaking ceremonies
have been held for construction diplomas at 1965 graduation
of a new Peoples Bank Universi- exercises of Murray High School
ty Branch at North 12th and on May 28 at the school campus.
Chestnut Streets; according to H. Speakers will include Mary
Glenn Doran, chairman of the
Youngerman, valedictorian, and
board for the bank.
Beverly Goode, salutatorian. The
Murray High School Golf Rev. Lloyd Ramer will speak at
Team won the regional golf tourbaccalaureate service on May 23
nament at Mayfield and will now
at First Methodist Church.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

NO CE--L.L1‘...A.12 PHONES
GOGI ME 90%1' NO 27.=

Mrs. R.V. Norsworthy was presented with an honoray membership by Murray College High
School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America at MotherDaughter banquet at Southside
Restaurant, Leroy Eldridge was
featured speaker.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Donn. Dunjii
Fort) 'ears ago
Lloyd Carter. 60, and Jewell
Klapp, 65, drouned in a boatuqz
.press
accident on !Oa) 13 in (2.
Creek area of Kentud. Lake,
according to Deputs ShLaritt
Cohen Stubblefield,
Phillip I. Williams, son of Mr
IS taking
and Mrs. Bob
basic training at Lackland
Force Base, Texas.
Ninety-four Louisv illiaii
members of 1955.Get-Acquainted
Tour Party of Louisville Chamber
of Commerce, will Sisit Murra
on May 18.
Woodmen of the World presented a new slide for the la ground at Murray Traiiiiiq;
School.
Murray High School -Tigcrs
racked up their 11th win at
season by beating Benton 6 to 1
in a baseball game. Dale Alexander was pitcher for Murrav.

By The Associated Press
DEAR ABBY
Today is Monday, May 15, the 135th day of 1995. There are 230
days left in the year.
AlatY I an
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
-10- And
nr.%
On May 15, 1972, Democratic presidential candidate George C.
aritql 14 12
was shot and left paralyzed while campaigning at a Laurel,
Wallace
1./•,1,.11.1e .!
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tied before i
CALVIN and HOBBES
In 1911, the U.S..Supreme. Court ordered the dissolution of Stansante slot-. „At rho' hvgimi,im2 ot
v'z
.1
dard Oil Company, ruling it was in violation-of the Sherman Antitrust
sexual enc(oatiter. 1
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Act.
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In 1918, U.S. airmail began service between Washington, Philadelquickly passe- I don't know
phia and New York.
al,
whether that
In 1930, Ellen Church, the first airline stewardess, went on duty
or it
iii or twit 11t•C.:11.1,1.
,
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aboard a United Airlines flight between San Francisco and Cheyenne,
ever had
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vt•i-% pat
husband
In 1940, nylon stockings went on general sale for the first time in
iinderstanding man :mil ha- ni-‘,•!the United States.
coniplained. I base
psychiatrists. Tin. 1..,1
In 1942, gasoline rationing went into effect in 17 states, limiting
therapist. f alit I dada,
me to a
sales to three gallons a week for non-essential vehicles.
go. I even tried h.- limos'- a a•ia
In 1963, U.S. astronaut L. Gordon Cooper blasted off aboard Faith
didn't work fiir nu- •
7 on the final mission of the Project Mercury space program.
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students at Jackson State University in Mississippi, were killed when
CATHY
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police opened fire during student protests.
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DEAR SEXLESS: No one can
Ten years ago: Gary Dotson and the woman he was once accused of
MY WAYS?' NOLO .liA,1
up with a solution to your
come
raping, Cathleen Crowell Webb, appeared on the TV network morning
• SUPPOSED TO FIND MY
problem unless you are willing
PRINCE CHARMING-TT
shows to discuss Webb.'s recantation of the rape charge. (On "The
to cooperate and see it through.
i.,
—1\s,
There can be many reasons for
CBS Morning News," co-host Phyllis George suggested Dotson and
a lack of interest in sex. To rule
Webb hug each other on-camera — a suggestion they declined.)
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Breyer
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One year ago: Supreme Court nominee Stephen
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DEATHS
Nathan
T. Beal

Mrs. Mary F. Willoughby

Nathan T. Beal, 85, South
Eighth Street, Murray, died Sunday, May 14, 1995, at 10:40 a.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He was the retired owner and
operator of Nate Beal's Carburetor and Tune Up Shop, Murray.
He was a member of First United
Methodist Church.
Born Aug. 5, 1909, in Oklahoma, he was the son of the late
Nathan Beal and Elizabeth Harris
Beal.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Helen M. Beal, to whom he
was married on July 24, 1936:
three daughters, Mrs. Sue Lynn
Thompson, Memphis, Tenn., Mrs.
Lavonne (Bonnie) Robinson and
husband, Mike, Germantown,
Tenn., and Mrs. Melanie Moffett
and husband, Don, Walnut Creek.
Calif.; three grandchildren, Stephen Thompson, Memphis, and
Michelle and Christopher Robinson, Germantown.
Services, will be Tuesday at
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Dr. Jerry Jeffords will officiate.
Burial will - follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of donations to
First United Methodist. Church,
Murray, Brookhaven Nursing
Center, Puryear, Tenn.. or Al,heimer's Association, P.O. Box
6568, 'Louisville, KY
40206-0568.

v At

Mrs. Mary F. Willoughby, 82, Diuguid Drive. Murray,
died Sunday,
May 14, 1995, at 5:30 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Ervie Willoughby, died in June 1991. Born April
24,
1913, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter
of the late Mark
Wallace and Lillie Belise Wallace.
She was a member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mary Evelyn Burkee
n and
husband, Bob, Rt. 3, Murray, and Mrs. Lillie Diana Cothra
n and husband, Roy. Rt. 7, Murray; one son, Henry Wallace Willou
ghby and
wife, Ruth, Birmingham, Ala.; five grandchildren, Kennet
h Burkeen
and Karen Kelso, Rt. 3, Murray, Chris and Tony Willou
ghby, Birmingham, Ala., and Kim Hill, Rt. 5, Murray; 12 great-grandchi
ldren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. William B. Miller will officiat
e. Burial
will follow in Sugar Creek Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Monday).

• Robert Louis (Bob) Burton Sr.
Robert Louis (Bob) Burton Sr., 71, Rt. 4, Murray, died Saturday,
May 13, 1995, at 10:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired as a Chevrolet dealer at Lawrenceville, Ill, and was
an Army veteran of World War II, receiving the Purple Heart. He was
a member of First Baptist Church, Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons and of Loyal Order of the Moose Murray Lodge No.
2011.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Mrs. Freda Rogers Burton on March 13, 1991; one sister, Eunice Cochrum; and one brother
,
Merritt Burton. Born Nov. 29, 1923, in Graves County, he was the son
of the late Robert Henry Burton and Effie West Burton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Claudine Browning Thompson
Burton, to whom he was married on Dec. 11, 1992; one daughter,
Mrs. Margaret Thornberry and husband, Jim, Madisonville; one son,
Robert Louis (Bob) Burton Jr. and wife, Linda, Port Charlotte, Fla.;
two stepdaughters, Mrs. Jane Overton and husband, Douglas, and Mrs.
Rita Wofford and husband, George, all of Paris, Tenn.; a brother-inlaw, Bauzie Cochrum, Mayfield; five grandchildren, Jim and John
Thornberry, and Mary Margaret, Lauren and Zachery Burton; two
stcpgrandchildren, Doug Overton II and Mandy Wofford.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate. Burial
will
follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Masonic graveside rites will
be
by Murray Lodge 105.

Henry Orr

-

The funeral for Henry On will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of
Blarock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Joe Eaton will
officate.
Mrs. Oneida White will be vocalist and pianist.
Pallbearers will be Tom Eisenmann Jr., Ed On, Ricky
Parris,
Dewey Orr, Joe Henderson and Elisha Taylor. Burial
will follow in
Macedonia Cemetery. Members of Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and
Accepted Masons will conduct Masonic rites at the
gravesite.
Mrs. Josephine Darnell, 69,
Mr. On,68, Oak Hill Drive, Murray, died Friday, May
12, 1995, at
Murray, died today. May 15, Henry Ford
Hospital, Detroit, Mich.
1995, at 1:30 a.m. at MurrayHis wife. Mrs. Mary Mitchell On,died Jan. 25, 1983.
Born Oct. 13,
Calloway County Hospital.
1926, in Henry County, Term., he was the son of the
late Everett On
Blalock-Coleman Funeral and Myrtle Paschal
l On.
Home will be in charge of funeral
Retired from Chrysler Corp., Michigan, he was an Army
veteran of
and burial arrangements.
World War 11 and a member of Grace Baptist Church
, Murray, and of
Highland_ Masonic Lodge at Roy, Mich.
Sun ivors include two daughters, Peggy On. and Mrs.
Edith Eisenmann and husband, Thomas, and one grandchild;
T.J. Thomas Jr.,
Warren. Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Mary Nichols, Paduca
h; one brother,
Noble Orr and wife, Reba, Lawisvillc, Texas.
Federal-Mate 'Aerie( News Service May 15, 1095

COMING JULY 1995
5 SPECIAL SECTIONS
••• including •••
• Industry, Agriculture & Health Care
(Deadline: May 31)

• Education, Government & Civic
Organizations (Deadline: May 31)
• Tourism, Lifestyles & Recreation
(Deadline: June 12)

• Business I (Deadline: June 12)
• Business II (Deadline: June 29)

Mrs. Josephine
Darnell

1 HOG MARKET

Kentucky Radius Ares Hog Market Report Inclocks 3
Buying StaUoin Receipts: Art. 130 Est. 200 Barrows
Gas .r to Mt higher Sows SO to 51.00 higher
LS 1-2 238-250 lbs.534.50- 35.00
5 1-2 210130 lbs
53134-34.00
S 2-3 238-200 lbs.
114.416 34_50
L S 3.4 2416-270 lbs.
533.00- 34.00
Sows
S 1-2 274,150 lbs.
510-5400
1,S 1.3 3110-414 lbs.
-521.50-525 10
IS 1-3 401-525
-524.51S52S 00
1.3 525 and up lbs
-524.00-530 en
LS 2-3 3101-5011 lbs._
.522.10-52301
Boars 1111110-$111.511

lbs.

IS

Investneents Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Dow Jones Ind.
14.
• 1.73
DJIA-Prolong Close ......_4430.56
Air Products
51' 4 • •
A T & T
Si'. • 's
Bell South ..................
• ;4
Briggs & Stratton
35'a unc
Bristol Myers Squibb 65'4
a
(1S1 Corp. Ky.•...22' B 231 2.A
Chrysler
44-4.
Dean Foods
24.
Exxon
70 • •'
Ford Motor
321- a.3.6
General Electric ......
• 1'4
General Motors .
471 .
Goodrich
47
Goodyear
41' • 3.'s
I B M
941'2 •
Ingersoll Rand
371,4.
k- Mart.
13'04 • Jia
K I Energy
27',4 unc
Kroger
254 • 1,21
L G & E....._
LW..'.
Mattel
2434 •
McDonalts
36'4 • '4
Merck ........ ...........
•
Penney;
46I1
..
Peoples Firsi• ..... 17 Fl 181,2A
Quaker 0915
35, - '.
Schering•Plough
, 733 a •
Sears ...............................5614
Texaco.
61114 • '
Time Warner._........
-'
t ST
2/151a '
Wal•Mart
25'12 • '

•14.1.3ucl yots 55 ^^ustss'-Aso,
I acs
UNC 014^,e .tcterver,..
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

HI WARD
LYONS

s

Mrs. Doris V. Keel
Fin,'

rites for Mrs. Doris V Keel were Sunday
at 2 p.m in the
chapel of Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Robert Jones
ficiated. Music was by New Jenny Ridge Penteco
Stal Church Choir.
Pallbearers were James Ronald Burkeen, Robert
(Buddy) Brown,
Michael Keel, Bob Nanney, C.W. Nance, and
Homer McCoy, active;
Barry Knight, Ralph Dwayne Downing,
Michael Downing, Anthony
McCoy and Paul McCoy, honorary. Burial
was in New Jenny Ridge
Cemetery.
Mrs. Keel, 44, Rt. 3, Murray, died Friday,
May 12, 1995, at 3:15
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

41 et1
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William Crawford Weaver
winiam Crawford Weaver, 66, Bowling Green, died Wednes
day,
May 10, 1995, at 5:45 a.m. at his- home.
A retired 3rt instructor 'at Western Kentucky University, he
was a
Navy veteran of the Korean War and a member of Wicklif
fe Baptist
(Mural. His father, Alison D. Weaver, preceded him
in death.
Survivors include one son, Max C. Weaver, his mother, Mrs.
Olive
E Wzaver, and•one sister, Mrs. Rebecca W. Willard, all of Bowlin
g
Green; one brother, Max A. Weaver, Murray; two grandchildren;
two
nieces; one nephew.
Graveside services were Saturday at 11 a.m. at Wickliffe
City
Cemetery, Wickliffe. Johnson-Vaughn Funeral Home, Bowlin
g Green,
is in charge of arrangements.
Visitation with the Weaver family will be Saturday, May 20,
from 2
to 4 p.m. at The Pots Place, Bowling Green.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions
to
Hospice of Southern Kentucky Inc., 1027 Broadway Ave.,
Bowling
Green. KY 42104 or Arts Department Scholarship, College
Heights
Foundation, Western Kentucky University,
Bowlin
g Green, KY
42 In!.

Virtually Undetectable Hearing Aids

Ultra-CIC
Virtually invisible, • the Ultra CIC
-from Qualitone is an enticely ncw
type of hearing aid. The advantages
are obvious:

Completely -In-The-Canal

•Ex‘ellent high frequency response
•Amplifies sound deep in the ear canal
Less wind noise
.Nearly invisible

• 30 DAY TRIAL • FREE HEARING TEST
SAVE $100 WITH THIS COUPON

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-949-5728
If urry 144*4A offer expires 5126/95

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CEN
TER

..

"We would like to thank all those businesses
who participated in our 1994 Community
Portrait. We lookforward to seeing you again
and invite all new businesses to be a part of
this comprehensive overall view of our business community."
Mary Ann On
Advertising Manager

206 South 4th • Murray

When you place a 20" ad or larger, you receive an
exclusive business brief about your business. Ask
your sales representative about this or call us at:
MARY ANN ORR
FRAN FAITH
JENNIFER HALE
LORI ANDRUS

753-1916

Special
Advertising Rates
$6001
col. inch

With Each
Full Page
Advertisement

BE SURE AND BE A PART OF THIS
ANNUAL SOUVENIR EDITION.
1,000 EXTRA COPIES WILL BE PRINTED
FOR YEAR-ROUND DISTRIBUTION.
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